You can be anywhere...

There are...
195 countries in the world
50 states in the United States
4,431 towns in the country
2,430 schools in New Jersey
21 high schools in Passaic County

There is one Passaic Valley High School.

You can be anywhere, but you are here.

...but you are here.
"It is the supreme art of the teacher to awaken joy in creative expression and knowledge." — Albert Einstein

Ms. Czepiel is a beloved art teacher at Passaic Valley. During her five years at this school she has stimulated endless creativity and artistry among her students. As a class advisor, Ms. Czepiel has devoted her free time to ensuring the success of the Class of 2009. It is with gratitude and reverence that we dedicate the 2009 yearbook to Ms. Czepiel.
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To the Class of 2009,

I have had all of you for four whole years. Where did the time go? For most of you, I remember you entering as timid freshmen and have seen you all grow not only to be seniors, but into the roles you were meant to fill in this world. The journey we have all been on is one that has been fulfilling and extraordinary. I have had the pleasure to work with a class that is charismatic, hard working, dedicated and full of PV pride. We have made great strides with the challenges we faced and we managed to overcome them and succeed. We have done numerous fundraising events and social events throughout the span of our four years together and I hope all of you will be able to look back on them with nothing but fond and lasting memories of the times you shared here at Passaic Valley Regional High School. Each of you worked hard to get here and all of you should be proud of yourselves for all the accomplishments that you have made so far. I hope that all of your future endeavors will hold many more accomplishments for you and that you make the right choices in your life that lead you to be successful in whatever you choose. I am so glad that I have had the opportunity to go on this journey with all of you but I am sad that it will come to an end June 24th, 2009 here at Passaic Valley. But graduation will only be the beginning of your journey. To each and every one of you, I wish you the best of luck on that journey you are about to embark on and my congratulations to the GRADUATING CLASS OF 2009!

With warmest regards,

Ms. Czepiel

The best advice I could leave you with is from an old saying, If you want to be happy for a year, win the lottery. If you want to be happy for life, love what you do.

To the Class of 2009,

In September 2005, you all entered the halls that year a little unsure of what the next four years would bring. I have watched each of you grow as individuals and as a class. Its amazing how fast four years have gone by. Being a class advisor for your class was enjoyable and rewarding. I know that you will look back at your years at Passaic Valley and smile. You will remember the great friendships and memories that have shaped you into the person that you are today.

You have demonstrated the ability to contribute, grow, and succeed personally, academically, and ultimately as gifted individuals who will inspire. I am honored to have served as your class advisor. The Class of 2009 will always have a special place in my heart, as being advisor allowed me to create bonds and memories with all students. Best wishes to you in good health, happiness, love, and success in your future endeavors!! You deserve the best!!

Sincerely,

Miss Casale
Students & Faculty

"I like a teacher who gives you something to take home to think about besides homework." - Lily Tomlin
Seniors

CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF 2009

"All our dreams can come true... if we have the courage to pursue them." - Walt Disney
Class of 2009

President
Patrick Fierro

Ambition: To be the world's best father
Secret Ambition: To keep the class of 2009 together
I Love You Mom Dad Nick thank you everyone BFF Kirk PV Pirates Green Army PV88 PV88 Cheepil Castele Vasa Mischka + 3

Frank Giardina
Vice President

Nicknames: Frankie G, Frankie Boombatz, ItchyKitchy
Ambition: To own a Five Star restaurant known all over the world
Secret Ambition: To win the title of Iron Chef
Through MDWs/weekends & DTS w/ my friends, I have had the greatest times of my life. I will never forget you all. Good Luck

Mia Patrice Castiglione
Secretary

Ambition: To own a Five Star restaurant known all over the world
Secret Ambition: To win the title of Iron Chef
Through MDWs/weekends & DTS w/ my friends, I have had the greatest times of my life. I will never forget you all. Good Luck

Ali Reilly
Treasurer

Nicknames: Ali, Alii, A!
Ambition: To become an American Gladiator
Secret Ambition: To meet every person existing on this earth
Whatever you want in life, go out and grab it. It's been real PV

Kelly Anne Krautheim
Historian

Nicknames: Kel, Keelster, Killbird, Killan Kraut
Ambition: To be a teacher, lawyer or politician
Secret Ambition: To dot the "i" in OHIO @ the OSU
4yrblax, girls guysmadlove bestfriends team PVFAA+crew pvpiratesksb4AL, WMYnhead86xagt co+984 allthegoodtimes pieceoutPV
Aniseh Abukharma

Ambition: To be successful and marry into a wealthy family.
Secret Ambition: To have my face painted on a hundred dollar bill.

Gina Abyad

Ambition: Become what I've always dreamt of.
Secret Ambition: To outswim Michael Phelps in a race.
SENIOR 09
Everyone dies but not all truly live.

Ariana Adili

Ambition: To make the best out of life. The greatest things in life are the unexpected!! N.D.03

Ramy Agamy

Ambition: To be successful and marry into a wealthy family.
Secret Ambition: To have my face painted on a hundred dollar bill.

Christopher Aguirre

Ambition: To become what I've always dreamt of.
Secret Ambition: To outswim Michael Phelps in a race.
SENIOR 09
Everyone dies but not all truly live.

Christopher Aiello
Omar Alkhalaf

Class Cutie

Lindsay Cosgrave & John Hanley
2nd place: Rocco Saputo, Mike Crapella, & Andrea Ficarra
3rd place: Justin Rattino & Katelynn DeMeo

Hanin Allan

- Nicknames: Hanin, Haniners, Hanina, "It's gonna be HANIN'!
- Ambition: To be rich and successful in life
- Secret Ambition: To travel around the world with Sandra.

Peter Altamura

- Nicknames: Peter, Petey, Johnny, Scooter
- Ambition: International Business, International Economics
- Secret Ambition: Drag Race, Professional Drifting
- Thank you to my friends and family. I'm gonna roll the dice never look back and never think twice.

Ny' Jah Allen

- Nicknames: 1st Lady, Reese Cup, Ny-Ny
- Ambition: To marry an ATTRACTIVE ATHLETE!!!
- Secret Ambition: To become an American History teacher

Meagan Elizabeth Amador

- Nicknames: Maggie, Meg, Amadorable, Lefty, Maggie May
- Ambition: To be a veterinarian specializing in marine biology
- Secret Ambition: To have paparazzi hiding outside my house
- Friends much love. Twin can't live w/o you! Cruise 4ever & always. Love & thanks to Mommy Daddy, Matt & Marisa. Peace & Love PV!
Jonathan Avila

Ambition: To become an Electrical Engineer
Secret Ambition: To be a pilot
Greetings from 2009! Keep the pressure on, hard workers always come out on top! That means you, Matt and John, even you, Eshah!

Sandra Aziz

Nickname: Sandy
Ambition: To be a doctor or a dentist
Secret Ambition: Can't say it or it won't be a secret.
We all have our time machines. Some take us back, they're called memories, some take us forward, they're called dreams.

Steven M. Baldassarre

Nicknames: Bulbasaur, Bulba
Ambition: Police Officer
Secret Ambition: UFC Fighting
Memories & Great times with Laura, Matt, Nick, Mark & all of my pals. Wrestling family. Thanks coaches point fun. Luv you dad & Grandma

Leanna Ballan

Nicknames: Tashi, Chachi, Bug, Tasha
Ambition: To be Miss Universe
Secret Ambition: Prove those wrong who discouraged me Never let anyone or anything discourage you. I couldn't have done this w/o you Gar! Love you baby. Love you Adri! Good Luck!

Luendreo Barboza

Nicknames: Lou
Ambition: Biologist, Musician
Secret Ambition: Make a great Discovery Beneficial to Mankind
Best of Luck to Vargas Sean Longo & all of my friends. Couldn't have made it through high school without you guys. YEA LAMS

Natasha Bartolomeo

Nicknames: Tashi, Chachi, Bug, Tasha
Ambition: To be Miss Universe
Secret Ambition: Prove those wrong who discouraged me Never let anyone or anything discourage you. I couldn't have done this w/o you Gar! Love you baby. Love you Adri! Good Luck!
Michael Bassano

Nicknames: "Beebs", "Sasha"
Ambition: Become a mechanical engineer
Secret Ambition: Make the Iron Man suit
I hope all of you had a great time in high school. I know I did. I wish everyone the best on whatever paths you choose.

Alex Beebe

Zachary Young Shin Beebe

Ambition: Strong Understanding
Secret Ambition: Try Everything
The most important thing you could do in high school is to listen to what is said and understand it.

David Belito

Vincent Bendzak

Nicknames: Vin, Vinman
Ambition: Artist
Secret Ambition: Famous Guitarist
I guess I'll miss PV, but not as much as I'll enjoy getting out and living my life. I wish the Class of 09 the best.

Best Performer

Chris DePasquale, Dina Crupi, & Jacqui Murray
2nd place: Matt Wiezorek & Allison Gibbons
3rd place: Nico Stabile & Jessica Yuppa
Adriana Bertino

Nicknames: AB, Adri, Adge
Ambition: To live my life to the fullest and have all my dreams come true.
Secret Ambition: To always be the sparkle in his eye.

Ambition: To always be the sparkle in his eye.
Secret Ambition: To always be the sparkle in his eye.

Anthony Bitondo

Nicknames: LL, ANT
Ambition: Auto Body/Mechanics
Chillin', hangin', wrecks.
times/thedudes/punkrock-
music/gramatian/creeks/le
times/west/boat/sun/GeorgeCoa
hw.Huntin'/Mosey/Rock/Clim
bing-Auto Body-Crazy/times
with...
Rafaelle Borges

Nickname: Rafa
Ambition: To be a successful attorney
Secret Ambition: To look back in life and know it was worth it

Lindsay Braen

Nicknames: Lin, Braen, Braeniac
Ambition: To live life to the fullest
Secret Ambition: To cruise on the Caribbean Princess forever

Sime Bungurov

Nicknames: Simic, Simce, Simonce
Ambition: To become a famous model

Jessica Butler

Ambition: To obtain a successful career
Secret Ambition: Play for the New York Yankees

Jason Cabrejos

Nicknames: Paco, Jay
Ambition: To be a successful engineer
I just want to thank all my friends, family and teachers for making these years at PV the best. Good luck class of 2009!

Ryan Calabro

Ambition: To obtain a successful career
Secret Ambition: Play for the New York Yankees
Friends, memories of HS never to be forgotten, going to miss everyone. Best of luck to your future. GOOD LUCK CLASS OF 2009!
Typical Valley

Patrick Fierro & Kelly Krautheim
2nd place: George Juzdan & Stephanie Niland
3rd place: Younes Haddouche & Amanda Wisse

Antonella Cannizzo

Nickname: Anro
Ambition: To always stay positive and keep a smile on my face through hard times
Secret Ambition: To win title of Americas Next Top Model

The memories will never be forgotten. To everyone who came into my life, I love you and I'll miss you.

Andrea Carrero

Nicknames: Sandy, Sprinkles, Sandwich, Juno
Ambition: To become a successful nurse and live happily ever after
Secret Ambition: To learn to tango and dance with bleaker
So many memories, I would like to thank my family for all their support.
PWBH, Track & Golf, LB&B, SCPBF, Congrats Class of 2009!

Alanna Carfagno

Nicknames: A. Anni
Ambition: To study criminal justice and forensic science
Secret Ambition: To be the next Olivia Benson on Law and Order Special Victims Unit.

The memories will never be forgotten. To everyone who came into my life, I love you and I'll miss you.

Sandra Carolan

Nicknames: Cal, C-Cal, Eazy C
Ambition: To make a difference.
Secret Ambition: Move to Chicago with season tickets for the Bears.
THNKZ MOM&DAD4EVERYTHNB-bALL/F-bALLMADMEMZ W/MA BOYZ&MA LAVOE2DALADIEZ THESE R WANTED &MA MOSTCR AZEBIEVERBOUT.

Christopher Calceno

Nicknames: Drea
Ambition: To be a lawyer
Secret Ambition: To work in the fashion business

I wanna say thanks to my mother! Family for always being there for me. I also wanna say I Love you to my boyfriend Jeff 9.8.07.
Sandra Castillo

Nicknames: Sandi, Sandrita
Ambition: to marry a rich guy and be successful.
Secret Ambition: travel around the world with Hanin.

Much luck to Class of '09 love my buddies Hanin, Jenny, Kev. Love you guys very much! Keep hating b/c we still smiling.

Christopher Castro-Rangel

Nicknames: Castro, Chris
Ambition: Be your boss
Secret Ambition: Start East Coast Customs.
I have a lot to show and even more to give, but only have one life to live, it's not goodbye, it's c ya later.

Sithra Chaudhary

Nicknames: Sith, Sithy, Sitha
Ambition: To excel in a career that makes me happy!
Secret Ambition: To be supergirl.
I want to give thanks to my great Friends: Elisha, Courtney, Dana, Sandra, Sammy, Kase, Olivia, Megan, Nicole and Miranda!!

Jodi Chesik

Valentina Cilindrello

Nicknames: Val, V, Vale, Valen
Ambition: To be an eye doctor & have a successful life.
Secret Ambition: To live in Tree Hill.
It has been a crazy 4 years! Love my friends '99, '00, '01, '02.
white dance PV/GVB '05 & '06
Thanks to everyone who was there for me -3

Steven Civitello

Nickname: Steve
Ambition: To get my masters and become a Wildlife Biologist
Secret Ambition: To be a trainer and own a gym
"We do not remember days; we remember moments."
Great years at PV thanks to my friends.
Sabrina Victoria Conti

Nicknames: Sabries, Brina, Granny, Sabbrinny
Ambition: To be a History teacher
Secret Ambition: To be the real Sabrina the Teenage Witch
Congrats class of 09
Thankx Mom & Dad - Gr8 times PVFH - B4NGIN Capt O8 Team FAFA CO & Sum 08 PVPirates lovemytnends Sue & Jess - est 91

Timothy Conti

Nicknames: Tim, Timmy, Conti
Ambition: To be a professional firefighter then history teacher
Secret Ambition: To be co-owner of Hot Grill
What a 4 years at PV. PVBS will never forget. PV Pirates what a time. Summer 06. FDNY here I come so watch out. Peace Out PV

Dana-Jenae Cooper

Nicknames: D.Coop, Dee, Day, Jenaenae
Ambition: To become a Marine Biologist
Secret Ambition: To star in my own Highschool Musical
THESE 4 YEARS WENT by SO fast. I cant BELIEVE we were finally GRADUATING! To my Girlz OFSNINPRESCMMAKPSKNDCLNASKClass09

Christina Corbosiero

Nicknames: KT, Tina, Corbo, Chri-Chri, Chris Co
Ambition: To live life to the fullest
Secret Ambition: To be a Disney Princess
These 4 yrs were unforgetable. To all my friends who were always there ill. Mom Dad Thankx for ur love & support. Congrats Class of 09

Crystal Cordero

Nicknames: Linds, L-Cos, COSGRAVE, Unny, Linda
Ambition: To be successful and have no regrets
Secret Ambition: For my stories to have a point FAMILY3 Gooooo! MESA! Unforgettable ppl & NvRegret the memories. MDW, FL, MTK. Names Cheers & ktp Spice Girls Concert WW

Lindsay Cosgrave

Nicknames: Linda, L-Cos, COSGRAVE, Unny, Linda
Ambition: To be successful and have no regrets
Secret Ambition: For my stories to have a point FAMILY3 Gooooo! MESA! Unforgettable ppl & NvRegret the memories. MDW, FL, MTK. Names Cheers & ktp Spice Girls Concert WW
Most Likely to Succeed

Anthony Longo & Mia Castiglione

2nd place: Alex Beebe, Krista Karjalainen, Michelle Marchese, Sadaf Shekarkhand, & Diana Swettitschnyj

3rd place: Matt Lopes, Sam Polizzi, & Kate Umagat

Ambition: To live a happy and healthy life, have a family and become a Sports Agent
Secret Ambition: GM of the New York Yankees
To my family and friends: Thank you for your love and support. I love you.

Michael Crapella

Nicknames: Mike, Pauly-G
Ambition: Computer Engineer
Secret Ambition: I want to be Lt. Dangle from Reno 911
Never take life seriously. Nobody gets out alive anyway.

Joseph Patrick Cremona

Nicknames: Joe, Creamy, Creamster
Ambition: To become a physical therapist
Secret Ambition: To go scuba diving
I can't believe how fast these years went! Thanks to my awesome family, friends & teachers for making PV unforgettable

Dina Angela Crupi

Nicknames: Dee, Dede
Ambition: To pursue a career in Dance and Entertainment
Secret Ambition: To become a famous actress
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams"
Unforgettable Mem., Cheer Capt. GDV06-08 Mygrls DD+Ihu

Bianca Cruz

Nicknames: B. Bcruz
Ambition: Be successful and make that dough
Secret Ambition: To be a famous movie actress
Hey girl, hey! Time to say bye. I'm going to miss everyone especially my besties. I love you all and good luck '09!
Mei Lynne Cruz

Nicknames: Mei Mei, Linda
Ambition: To be happy + never regret.. no matter what
Secret Ambition: To race in the Indy 500

Rebecca Cruz

Nickname: Beckl
Ambition: To be a Pediatrician
Secret Ambition: To make alot of money :)

Thomas Cusano

Ambition: To be truly happy with my life.
Secret Ambition: To follow my own yellow brick road to the land of oz.
"Dream as if u ll live 4evr."
Girl moms @ PV... RA<3

Nicole Daniele

David Deleon

Most Infectious Laugh

Dan Van Dijk & Jess Russomano

2nd place: Mike Bassano, Alexandra Koszarek, & Angela Strignilo
3rd place: Chris Calciano, Dana Cooper, & Katie Krulan
Michael DeLuccia

Nicknames: Deloosh, Deluccia
Ambition: To play baseball at a professional level.
The past four years have been great. To my family, thanks for all your help and to my RSNMJP everyone every kwar and to my girls love you all.

Ryan James Dembek

Ambition: To make wicked awesome cult movies.
Secret Ambition: To make a rap group with Matt Dombrowski, rivaled in skill only by 30H.
Never trust the people who stand to profit, plain and simple. They're bad guys - shoot 'Em UP MLHI, I LOVE YOU SPAVENIA!

Katelynn N. DeMeo

Nicknames: Kate, KD, DeMeo
Ambition: To be able to look back and have no regrets.
Secret Ambition: To be 17 forever.

Nicole DeMeo

Nicknames: Nikki, Shorti
Ambition: Become a professional chef/baker.
Secret Ambition: Become a pro-skateboarder.

Gianna DePasquale

Ambition: To adopt an Ethiopian little boy.
Secret Ambition: To marry Shawn McNeer & finally make my mom happy.

Jayson Diaz

Ambition: To adopt an Ethiopian little boy.
Secret Ambition: To marry Shawn McNeer & finally make my mom happy.
Nicest Eyes

Frank Giardina & Alli Reilly
2nd place: Nick Costa & Stephanie Niland
3rd place: Chris Calcano, Jess Yuppa, & Kate Wasilewski

Victoria Diaz

Nicknames: Vicky, Vicky, D.Vicky Diaz, Vic, Vic Diaz, Foolproof
Ambition: To see my name in lights.
Secret Ambition: To travel to Forks, Washington in a silver Volvo with Lil' Kate.
Congrats class 09!

David A. DiBenedetto

Nicknames: Dave, Davey, Daveyloo
Ambition: To be an electrician.
Secret Ambition: Garbageman.
thank you PV, you were great.
DTS EDC 08 Mad Fun! DC <3

Dominic DiDolci

Dana Dilorio

Nicknames: Peg
Ambition: Professional make-up artist, MAC Corp.
Secret Ambition: Create my own cosmetic line.
MOMDAD&FAMILYEVERYTHING ELSE FIVELIFE, GRABZ FORGE, DANCE, TRAVEL, SING, CRY, YMMU, UNFORGETTABLE, GET DOWN, LIKEEEE EAHHHHH!

Liany Dijol

Nicknames: Chicken, Lee, Lessie
Ambition: A very successful business woman.
Secret Ambition: To conquer the world!
LIFE IS FULL OF ADV & MINE R NEVER ENDING THANK YOU FAM I -3 U.D. LV, JN, LAL, KR I -3 Ui GRASS, SOCCER, PHONE, WOOF GL GLASS OF '97
Christopher DiPasquale

Nickname: Chris
Ambition: To work in New York City.
Secret Ambition: To see 300 Broadway shows before I die. These past four years at PV have been great. Good luck and congrats to the class of 2009. “No day but today.”

Matthew Dombrowski

Nickname: Broski.
Ambition: To become a successful engineer.
Secret Ambition: To make a rap group with Ryan Dembek. When asked about western civilization: “I think it would be a good idea.” —Mahandas Gandhi

Rosario Domicolo

Nicknames: Lorri, Sunshine, Mercy
Ambition: To be filthy rich.
Secret Ambition: To throw a party on Mars. All jokes, no stress. Love, live life, proceed & progress. Thx Dad & Billy 4 motivating me. LDBGNSAR-Bf4L

Lorraine Mercedes Donayre

Ambition: To become a successful orthodontist
Secret Ambition: To find out Victoria’s Secret.

Laura Donovan

Jaclyn Doumar

Nicknames: Faith, Doumar, J. Doumar
Ambition: To become a successful orthodontist
Secret Ambition: To find out Victoria’s Secret.

“Life moves pretty fast. If you don’t stop to look around once in a while you could miss it.” —Thanks to my mom, dad, and Andrea. I love my friends. thundaa.catf. coconut. <3
Brandon Dupas

Nickname: Dupe
Ambition: Go to college. It's been a fast 4 years here at PV. I want to thank everyone for the support. Shoutout to all my people Class of '09!

Gabrielle Emmolo

Nickname: Gab
Ambition: Become a math teacher.
Secret Ambition: "To do work" in the top LA stores.

Sabrina Emmolo

Nickname: Sabri, Brina, Bri, Sabby, Sab
Ambition: To be a math teacher and be successful in anything I do.
Secret Ambition: To actually get a joke.

Alessio Esposito

Ambition: To marry Lelia.
Secret Ambition: To go into business with Alon in California.

Gerald Evans

Nickname: Gerri, Gerr Bear
Ambition: To enjoy life
Secret Ambition: To be able to help people. Thanks to all my friends, you are my cornerstones. Don't take life too seriously.
No One Gets Out Alive PV Hockey#10

Jennifer Evans

Nickname: Jenn, Jenny
Ambition: To be happy and successful.
Secret Ambition: To conquer everything on my "list".
SMMA w/ KMNDAAMBD9X
Thank you everyone who cared for helping me make it.
10060JC
MDW09 SUMMER 07 AMAZING TIMES GOOD LUCK CLASS OF '09!
Michael Evans

Nicknames: Mike
Ambition: Law Enforcement.
Secret Ambition: To be successful in all that I choose to do.
The Boys: BM DP TP MD BP
The Girls: TS ES PVXC PVTF
Good times at the house WOW MOM! Good luck to the Class of '09.

High School Sweethearts

Jen Feliz & Kevin Villa
2nd place: Angela Strigile & Vinnie Resciniti
3rd place: Alisa Ridgell & Mike Evans

Georgina Fakhoury

Nickname: Georgie, Guadalupe, Clueless
Ambition: To become a famous fashion designer.
Secret Ambition: To go skydiving.
Amazing Memories: Cali '08 volleyball champs, AMY DTS, movies, applebees, 27 WP BFF.
Koudya Dana, I love you Senior 09!!

Jennifer Feliz

Nicknames: Jenny, Jen, Jenn
Ambition: To be successful, travel the world, and help others.
Secret Ambition: To become a successful FBI agent, and to own my own clothing line.
4 yrs unforgettable Memories!!! Thx Mom, Sis, Fam, Event Mkt. 3u Class of '09 Congrats & Good luck 15.19.07 Baby Kev '3 Fashions Faded Styles Schemo.

Richard Fellanto

Nicknames: Rich Fellanto
Ambition: Betty Falls
Secret Ambition: Drug Fear Manager
These 4 years went by pretty fast. I want to thank my friends and family SW.

Lorraine Ferreira

Ambition: Richy Fells
Secret Ambition: Drug Fear Manager
These 4 years went by pretty fast. I want to thank my friends and family SW.
Michael Ferrigno

Nicknames: Mike, Friggs, Figgy
Ambition: Criminal Justice
Secret Ambition: Thanks to all my friends and family for a great 4 years. Good luck class of 09.

Olivia Siena Ferro

Nicknames: Liv, Livvy, Olive, FERROOO, Livia Liv Pudding
Ambition: To be a high school history teacher & work at PV
Secret Ambition: To be the next Queen Latifah
To my friends I love U a&f... OBAMA- CHANGE! (GS PRZD09)
LifelikeARowsOfChocolates... WWJD?! We did it. Adios 09

Andrea Rose Ficarra

Nicknames: Andre, Ang, Andy, Peanut, Andrea
Ambition: To make a difference.
Secret Ambition: To live happily ever after.
PV Varsity Cheering 06-08 capt 06 GCV 06-08 head 08 smm with VKJA W 4L id 4E stay true =)

Tasia Fisher

Ambition: Become rich and have fun with my life
Secret Ambition: Fly in the sky with the fishes ;)
Thank goodness its finally over I couldnt have done it without my wonderful friends ;)
Fabiiove & mommy-polly

Kaitlyn Mary Fraser

Nicknames: Katy, girlfriend, whiteyyy, Katydid
Ambition: To travel the world with laura
Secret Ambition: To marry Nick Jonas
4 years gone so fast, start of a new chapter couldn't survive w/o the fam<3SB=LLy true miss u grampa Peace and Love

Most Original

Colin McNicholas & Sam Guminey
2nd place: Chris Aiello & Rachel Yanosh
3rd place: Anthony Batando & Kate Wasilewski
Samantha French

Nicknames: Sammy, Sam, Frenchy
Ambition: To become a cop & get a degree in veterinary medicine.
Secret Ambition: To be rich and famous.

F. Anthony Frias

Nicknames: Frias, FIt
Ambition: To become a radiology specialist.
Secret Ambition: To marry Adrianna Lima.
It has been a great 4 years! I can't believe it has gone by so fast. Shout to my boys and girls u know who u are love to ma family Seniors 09.

Jamie Gaita

Nickname: J
Ambition: To become a singer of r'n'B & run my own recording company.
Secret Ambition: If I tell you it won't be a secret anymore.

Jonas Garcia

Erica Gelewski

Jude Varghese George

Ambition: To become successful in life. I enjoyed my 2 and a half at PV. I had a lot of fun and had a memorable time in PV.
Nicole Marie George

Nickname: Nikki
Ambition: Special Education Teacher/Dolphin Trainer
Secret Ambition: Instead of the mirror, rock out on stage with my horrible voice and have everyone love it.
Live the way you want. If you're happy then everything's cool. Make your life buckwild crazy and be excited! HS awesome.

Most Artistic

Joe Spinner, Krista Karajalainen, & Michelle Pourucznik
2nd place: Jarrid Stanton & Katie Yoder
3rd place: Rocco Rada, Logan Salviano, & Marissa Levash

Jessica Ann Giandusso

Nicknames: Jess, Ann-Gan
Ambition: To have a successful job + healthy family.
Secret Ambition: To find and sing with Elvis Presley.
PrideSCV/Var. Cheerleading &softball
LOVEmyfriends
GirlMoms/LiveLife&followUr Dreams.
LUVmom dad
I love U. GoodLUCK c/o 09

Allison Gibbons

Nicknames: Alii, Gibby, Gibs; All Gator; AlliGators
Ambition: To inspire people
Secret Ambition: To work as a princess in Disney World.
Yo Gillis! To my friends: thanks for being there. DC BoD, Varsity BL, Choir Pres. GL Class of '09. “No day but today.”

Taylor Soi Gibson

Ambition: To become an accomplished journalist

Elizabeth Anna Gloor

Nicknames: Liz, Lizzie
Ambition: To become an accountant
Secret Ambition: To become the owner of the New York Mets.
Thanks to my family & friends 4 everything. PVAC Capt. WC W/Frank Good Luck Class of 2009
Ashley Gonzalez
Nicknames: Chantii
Ambition: To prove them all wrong
Secret Ambition: Let's just keep that a secret
Lots of love to my family JNAAJR thankx 4 everything! Class of 2009! We finally made it! Good luck to all!

Chantelle C. Gonzalez
Nicknames: Chantii
Ambition: To prove them all wrong
Secret Ambition: Let's just keep that a secret
Lots of love to my family JNAAJR thankx 4 everything! Class of 2009! We finally made it! Good luck to all!

Andrew D. Greco
Nickname: Greks
Ambition: High school education.
Good times w/ great friends 4 yrs Wrestling - thx Coach Joe and to my family, Good Luck to all.

Janelle Guarino
Nickname: Jali
Ambition: To become a nurse and cosmetologist
Secret Ambition: To be a famous supermodel
Looking back at these amazing 4 yrs couldn't have been any better. Thx 2 the one who stayed tru ilu freddy "82807" o&B

Koyim Guima
Ambition: To succeed in something great

Samantha Gumienny
Nicknames: Sally, Sam, Sammy, Gummy
Ambition: To be a dolphin trainer
Secret Ambition: Never get rid of the cougar
Nonstop Love to my friends-family-PVHT! Luv on the EDGE Peace out(PV1) Don't worry be happy.
Danielle Haas

Nicknames: Johnny
Ambition: Business, Entrepreneur
Secret Ambition: To have a band with a record deal
Dreams are worth having mistakes are worth making. Learn from your mistakes and never stop chasing your dreams. Bethemradle

Crystal Hink

Nicknames: Crystal, Crown, Bobie, Psycho Baby, Cee-Cee
Ambition: To be a teacher
Secret Ambition: To own my own bakery
My time in PV was great! A lot of good and bad times but an overall amazing experience. Best of luck to the class of 09!

Elizabeth Hooban

Nicknames: Liz, Smiley
Ambition: To become an elementary school teacher
Secret Ambition: To marry Orlando Bloom
Congrats class of 2009! It has been a great 4 years. I will miss you all!

Benjamin Hornstra

Nicknames: Ben
Ambition: To have ambitions
Secret Ambition: To learn to fly a helicopter

Tom Hornstra

Ambition: To get paid to do something I don’t hate
Secret Ambition: To drive a rambo
John Howard

Nicknames: JAX, Johnny, Portman, Howard, Jack, Joker, Pitbull
Ambition: Chef, military
Secret Ambition: World Domination, Professional Hunter

Jess Yuppa & Adam Ladd
2nd place: Erik Weir & Arianna Adili
3rd place: Jimmy San George & Michelle Porucznik

Jefferson Hurtado

Nicknames: Jeff or J-Fresh or Tedo
Ambition: A Professional Soccer Player
Secret Ambition: To conquer the world
Thnx mom 4 always being there thru all my goals. I love u MADI!

Matthew James Iozzo

Ambition: To have a successful criminal justice career
Secret Ambition: To become a good marathon runner

John Joseph Irwin Jr.

Nickname: Irwin
Ambition: To be successful - either a good teacher and coach or firefighter
Secret Ambition: To become an engineer
I play football and I wrestle. For all 4 years I have played baseball and lacrosse. I have had some great teachers and I hope to all good luck

Divya-Anne P. Jacob

Nicknames: Div, Divi
Ambition: To work with and help children
Secret Ambition: To dance on stage at a concert
I've only been here for 2 years and I've made so many great friends. I've gone through so much and learned a lot! I love my BFS
Douglas Jimenez

Nicknames: Dougie Fresh, Doug, Dougie
Ambition: To own my own successful Construction Company.
Secret Ambition: To be the next Bill Gates
SHOUT out 2 all my boys
I love u 4 real 4 gettin
me this far 2 my girl god ILL
always luv u Baby 12207

Kristie Joyce

Nicknames: Kitty, T
Ambition: To own a pub.
Secret Ambition: To rule a country
Class of 2009. I LOVE YOU
Always and forever <3

George Juzdan

Nicknames: G-Money/ Gorgi
Ambition: To become a Doctor
Secret Ambition: To lose. Kit kar
I'm leaving and with everyone good luck.
Good luck to all my friends.
Miss u SFGABSM JSPYMCSS

Jonathan Juarbe

Nicknames: Nicknames: J.J. Ambition: Pediatric nurse
Secret Ambition: To be a Dallas Cowboys cheerleader
Mom, thank you for always being my #1 fan. I love you Nicole and Joey I love you guys always For my friends
the good times will never end. poe pvv!

Jessica Johnson

Nicknames: J.Johnson, J.J.
Ambition: To own a pub.
Secret Ambition: To be the next Bill Gates
SHOUT out 2 all my boys
I love u 4 real 4 gettin
me this far 2 my girl god ILL
always luv u Baby 12207

Aja Kalenikova

Nicknames: Crazy Ukrainian
Ambition: To get my doctors degree in law and travel all over the world.
Secret Ambition: To win US-Open!!
Krista Karjalainen

Ambition: To speak four languages and travel the world.
Secret Ambition: To be Diana Swetitschnyj's Literary Agent.
The memories I've made in PV will remain with me for a lifetime. Love & thanks to my family, friends, and teachers!

"Don't cry because it's over, smile because it happened."
Dr. Seuss

Rallou Karoullas

Nickname: Roula
Secret Ambition: To star in a 007 film and become a bond girl.
Great times with GD AB DH
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams."

Amber Kay

Nicknames: Amz, Mbr Ky, El Capitas
Ambition: To spread my love of music to generations to come.
Secret Ambition: To be pocket portable
"I hope you never look back but you never forget All the ones who love you in the place you left." RV, MW, AG, JM, MN, RK <3

Christopher Kayal

Ambition: Going on the computer, going out
Secret Ambition: Reading the Bible, writing poetry
Seniors 09!
Shout out to everyone!

Leah Ketterer

Ambition: Cardio Nurse
Secret Ambition: Clown
Love What is ahead by loving What has come before
Thanks Mom Dad Sara Gram and Justin for being there

Most Likely to be Famous

John Reyes & Dina Crupi
2nd place: Ryan Dembek & Danielle Romeo
3rd place: Brendan Murphy, Vicky Diaz, & Allison Gibbons
Erika Kline

Nickname: Erm!! lol
(announced air =))
Ambition: To travel the world
and be successful in w/e I do
Secret Ambition: To go
skydiving and learn at least
four languages!
I want2thank my famly & my
friends 4 being my support
during these past 4 years!! I luv u
guys! I'll nvr4get our mmrs!!

Samantha Knight

Nicknames: Sammi, Sam
Ambition: To make a
difference
Secret Ambition: To find "it"
Dream as if you'll live forever.
Live as if you'll die today.
Good Luck Class of 2009!
Thank You MDNJF I Love You!

Joshua Knight

Ambition: To travel the world
and be successful in w/e I do
Secret Ambition: To go
daydiving and learn at least
four languages!
I want2thank my famly & my
friends 4 being my support
during these past 4 years!! I luv u
guys! I'll nvr4get our mmrs!!

Alexandra Julia Koszarek

Nicknames: Alex, A-Kos, Lexi
Ambition: To live my life with
no regrets
Secret Ambition: To play
beach volleyball with Misty
Moy and Kerri Walsh.
"Everything has an end, but in
life every end is just a new
beginning."
Volleyball 05-08 captain
#16 -43 love you girls.

Kaitlyn Krulan

Nicknames: Katie, Katie Kripz
Kirks
Ambition: To be happy and
successful
Secret Ambition: To throw
Kristen Spinelli off Mt. Everest
when we reach the top.
Thank you everything, I'll never
forget the friends I've made.
Good times: LRCOGGETK50XKDR.PFS
MMM-MDJW WEEKENDS SKR.1
family Moveost!!

Most Talkative

Joseph Cremona, Dave DeLeon,
& Kristen Spinelli
2nd place: Louis Mourad, Joe Spinalli, &
Danielle Haas
3rd place: Logan Salviano & Ariana Adili
Kristen Lorayne Kuhnert

Nicknames: Kris, KK
Ambition: To become an art therapist.
Secret Ambition: To go skydiving before and after the age of 60.
A little nonsense now and then is relished by the wisest men.
-Willy Wonka-

Laura Labianca

Nicknames: Maria, girlfriend, double L
Ambition: To travel the world with Katy.
Secret Ambition: To marry Joe Jonas.
My 4 years at PV have been absolutely amazing, and it's all thanks to my friends. Thanks for all the great memories. KF<3

Adam Ladd

Nicknames: Ladd
Ambition: To become an Architect.
Secret Ambition: To work for the CIA.
(My) Going to miss... MDW3, WM, MK, Ski trips, Sonic concert, FLA, summer SoJo, IH, cruise. I had an amazing 4yrs thanks fam & friends.

Marissa Levash

Ambition: Hamburger Flipper
Secret Ambition: Fry Assistant
MoneyDEE celebrate its AT!

Jakub Libuchka

Nicknames: Little Jack, Bubu
Ambition: To become a successful businessman.
Secret Ambition: To become the General Manager of the New Jersey Devils. Thanks Mom and Dad for everything. Varsity soccer/football, ski club. Good memories. Team FFA. Good Luck Seniors '09.

Anthony John Longo

Nicknames: Longo, Ognol, Muscles
Ambition: To be a doctor.
Secret Ambition: If I say, it's not really a secret, is it?
"Flying is learning how to throw yourself at the ground and miss." - D Adams. Thanks to Mom, Dad, Gr. Pop, and teachers.
Personality Plus

Joe Muoio & Steph Niland
2nd place: Rocco Saputo & Nikki George
3rd place: John Hanley & Sithra Chaudhary

Matthew Lopes

Nicknames: Matty Lo
Ambition: To become an agent in the FBI
Secret Ambition: To own a Bentley
Thank you Steve, Nick, and Mark for always being there for me. I’m going to miss you guys. We had some great times together.

Nicknames: Jui, Jewitz
Ambition: To witness "Amendes"
Secret Ambition: To inherit a large sum of money and not have to work another day in my life. =)

Nicknames: Mac, Macaluco
Ambition: To own my own Auto Repair Shop
Secret Ambition: To be the world’s strongest man.
Good Luck to everyone. Raceless times with everyone. Thanks to my family-Creek FB-LAX-One Love

Julia Luddy

Daniel Lwaysi

Nicholas Macaluso

Matthew V. Madonia

Nicknames: Julia, Jewitz
Ambition: To witness "Amendes"
Secret Ambition: To inherit a large sum of money and not have to work another day in my life. =)

Nicknames: Dan
Ambition: To become a Neurologist
Secret Ambition: To become a CEO of a multi-billion dollar corporation.
30 years from now it won’t matter what we wore or how our hair looked. What will matter is what we learned and how we used it.

Nicknames: Nicholas Macaluso
Ambition: To own my own Auto Repair Shop
Secret Ambition: To be the world’s strongest man.
Good Luck to everyone. Raceless times with everyone. Thanks to my family-Creek FB-LAX-One Love

Nicknames: Matt
A few years flew by can’t believe that we are going into the real world. Here we come! Congrats class of 2009. Love to MDSAN
Dimas Maldonado

Ambition: Graduate college and get a great job
Secret Ambition: To be known by the world

Breana Mallamaci

Nicknames: Bre, Brenda, Piggy, Cocoa, CUBA
Ambition: To work for Disney in some way, shape, or form.
Secret Ambition: To write, direct, film, edit, and produce an Oscar-winning movie.

Jamie Lynn Manganiello

Ambition: To be a massage therapist
Secret Ambition: To look back and have no regrets

Brittany Mangione

MEMORIES YOU MAKE WILL BE WITH YOU LIKE A HANDPRINT ON YOUR HEART. THANKS MOM & DAD. LOVE YOU GUYS
ANDREW 11-16-07

Most Likely to Bring Home to Mom & Dad

John Hanley & Andrea Ficarra
2nd place: Joe Muolo & Steph Niland
3rd place: Alex Beebe & Diana Swetitschnyj
Michelle Marchese

Ambition: To contribute my best to the world
Secret Ambition: To dance in the rain
Thanks to my family and friends for all your love and support for the past four years.
Good Luck and Congrats to the Class of 2009!

Jennifer Martinez

Nicknames: Jen, Jenny
Ambition: To be a dentist or math teacher
Secret Ambition: It wouldn't be a secret then!
I NEVA THOUGHT THIS DAY WOULD COME IN NOW IT'S HERE! GONNA Mizz U
AMIGIUSZ LUV U TRX MCM N DAD POP TOOD
(->JEN <--)

Patrick Maye

Nicknames: Pat, Big Pat, Juggernaut, Rampage
Ambition: To run my own Auto Body Shop
Secret Ambition: To rule the world!
As I walk through the Valley of Death I do not stand alone.
For my brothers stand beside me.

Louisa Mazza-Hilway

Ambition: To reach my full potential while utilizing my versatility
Secret Ambition: Medical examiner/researcher in infectious diseases
Dr. P. you've been a huge inspiration. Mr. D., thanks for being a great mentor. Leah- tifs since 2nd grade + hopefully for life

Shawn McAteer

Nicknames: Shawny, Mac
Ambition: To live a happy and successful life and visit every continent
Secret Ambition: To fight Murph in a UFC championship title match.
My family, Rukes, Tona, MurphKatie, JoeLinnRuseMit MeReyeskristenDinoPatD RomesMDM+SBLongNights, LongerWings.RPmissU

Sean McGrantham

Ambition: To live a happy and successful life and visit every continent
Secret Ambition: Medical examiner/researcher in infectious diseases
Dr. P. you've been a huge inspiration. Mr. D., thanks for being a great mentor. Leanh- tifs since 2nd grade + hopefully for life
Most Athletic

Andrew Greco & Brittany Mangione

2nd place: Brendan Murphy & Jackie Morino
3rd place: Chris Calcano & Adriana Bertino

Kyle Patrick McIndoe

Ambition: To teach history or something.
Secret Ambition: To make someone happy.
I would never change anything for a second. I love you guys!!
GREEN ARMY! PV! PEACE!
Harry I will get you one day!

Colin Thomas McNicholas

Ambition: To teach history or something.
Secret Ambition: To make someone happy.
I would never change anything for a second. I love you guys!!
GREEN ARMY! PV! PEACE!
Harry I will get you one day!

Miranda Lee Meador

Nicknames: Mr. Miranda, peepee peep, mirme
Ambition: To become a police officer.
Secret Ambition: To be a boy.
NEVER REGRET ANYTHING!
THANKS TO EVERYONE THAT HAD HELPED ME THROUGH -
OUT THE YEARS. MY PARENTS,
TEACHERS, & FRIENDS. MH 43

Jenna Melograno

Ambition: To write a book.
Secret Ambition: To drink coffee in every major city in the world.
"Success is the ability to go from one failure to another with no loss of enthusiasm."
-Winston Churchill

Jeanette Mieses
Alexander Milza

Nicknames: Alex, Milza, Milz, Milkman, Minzer
Ambition: To be a successful engineer
Secret Ambition: To have dreadlocks, Jamaican style.
Past 4 yrs were amazing. Great times, friends, weekends, summers, football, lax. Never forget. Peace out PV, hello college!

Jessica Minarolli

Ambition: To be in the school of law.
These 4 years of high school were the years that everyone of us took to grow up & become more mature. Personally, I enjoyed those 4 years and I hope everyone did as much as we can to accomplish their dreams.

Marco Minervini

Ambition: Make a difference
Secret Ambition: Date the sandwich lady on the lunch line.
"The time to hesitate is over."

Renee Molchon


Kloudya Molina

Nickname: Kiku
Ambition: to be able to look back in life and be satisfied with what I've accomplished.
Secret Ambition: To win the tennis US Open title and to meet Ryan Sheckler
I love my tennis losses <3.7
JE GF SD DANCE=3DS Mom.
Dad Good luck everyone. Class of 2009 to 33 Chile-c3

Christopher Monte


Gerard Monzillo

Nicknames: Jerry, Jman, Jmone
Ambition: To walk on the moon
Secret Ambition: To work at THE OFFICE & be the next Dwight Schrute
Congrats 2 the class of 09 so many mems picabo team FAPA PAS shoutz 2 my boys jlmfcmembhjrfdwrrkkf tks mom & dad

Brooke Lynn Moret

Nicknames: BROOKyn!!!, midge, brookie, shorti
Ambition: To be a nurse, pediatrician or veterinarian.
Secret Ambition: To be a pro skateboarder or a model.
OMG!! I read my gradesheet Thats exciting!!! Feels like was a freshman just yesterday! MATT GBRF3 Maza Jenn and my other friends I <3 U!

Jaclyn Leigh Morino

Nicknames: Jackie, Jax, Jacki Moe
Ambition: To become a physical therapist.
Secret Ambition: To always have a place in the spotlight
VarCheeiing Capt08 WX Var Football 4yr 2MyBest stay fab!
Mom Badd Nic u Jen u mean EVERYTHING 2me
Makeuproud I <3 U GL09

Christopher Morrison

Nicknames: C-Mo, Topher, Toph, Mo
Ambition: To become a successful businessman on Wall Street
Secret Ambition: To play one on one basketball game with Racy McGrady
GOOD LUCK to the Class of 2009! Lots of good times and memories- LIKE MEN!!!

Louis George Mourad

Nicknames: Lou, Sweet Lou, U Brr. Lou Bird, Squishy
Ambition: To be a state trooper and successful in life.
Secret Ambition: To capture Big Foot
ShoutOut2allMyBoyz/KM, AC, SCI, MB, RR, Jlinh/ehmy
Teachers1/kdealingw/Meltsbee
TgreatSeniors09/Babyill/LoveYo
U6am12.22.07.A&F!!!

Brendan Mulligan

Nicknames: Mugsy
Ambition: To be part of the K9 unit
When one door is closed don’t you know another is open
Gina Dora Mulligan

Nicknames: G. GIGI
Ambition: To be a school psychologist
Secret Ambition: To meet Jennifer Lopez before I die
THANKSGOALLMYLOVES BJ,
NJ, JV, LMM, MOM, DAD,
DEANIE. IT'S BEEN FUN NOW ON
TO BIGGER AND BETTER
THINGS :-)

Joe Muoio

Nicknames: Joe
Ambition: Be successful and
happy in life
"You can't think and hit at the same time" Hassel

Brendan Murphy

Nicknames: Murph, B. Murph
Ambition: To play college football and be successful in life
Secret Ambition: To defeat Shawn in the UFC Championship Fight
MyFamilyLovesShawnJBiLind
WasebyxKrietenMatlReyosF
GHB DromesPin
4yrs.PFW FootballCapt.#320Great
MemsSenior09Never4get!

Jacquelynn Rachele Murray

Nicknames: Jacqui, Q
Ambition: To be known for my art
Secret Ambition: To Perform on the Cinderella Castle stage
Great4yearsWDMB Plays
LoveTheARTS!
Thanks MomDadPoppyn
<3LoveLaughLove

Meghan Julia Murray

Nicknames: Meg, MeghanMurray
Ambition: To become a Nurse
Secret Ambition: To always be in my own spotlight
Laugh as much as you breathe and love as long as you live Mom, Dad & Pat
Thanks for your love & support

Edward John Mutch

Nicknames: Ed. Eddie
Ambition: To have ambition
Secret Ambition: To stop procrastinating
Lindsey Naples

Nicknames: Lin, Linds, LCTB, Kindrex, Lindsey Pudding
Ambition: To become a lawyer
Secret Ambition: To become a published writer
"Without friends, no one would choose to live" - Aristotle.
EVJR8WOFCDJUNJUCocoa and my family, I love you!

Class Flirt

Pat Fierro, Chris Calcano, & Danielle Romeo
2nd place: John Spaventa & Rallou Karoullas
3rd place: Alessio Esposito & Kristen Spinelli

Maria Naysmith

Nicknames: Me Too and ReRe
Ambition: To be successful in whatever I do
Secret Ambition: To become rich and famous
So many fun times I'll never forget w/RS TA UN ND BM NC

Mary M. Nealis

Nicknames: Mare, Pooky, Marylans. Me too
Ambition: To learn how to drive
Secret Ambition: To be Jeanette's tumor and marry Rob
The past four years have been amazing and it's all thanks to my loving friends. They know who they are.

Leandro Negrini

Stephanie Nelson
Brett Newton

Ambition: Go to college and make something of myself
Secret Ambition: None that I know of

Jaquelin Lea Nieves

Nicknames: Jaque, Quel
Ambition: Successful early childhood teacher
Secret Ambition: It's a secret!
Class of 09' Finally we made it! want to thank all my besties & my parents for always being there for me love you all =)

Stephanie Ann Niland

Nicknames: Steph, Stephie, Stephniland
Ambition: To become a Forensic Accountant
Secret Ambition: To live happily ever after in Cinderella's castle
Mom, Dad, Nicole, Michelle Thanks 4 Everything <3! White Chief '09, WAX var, cheer/st forbidden So many memories Love all my friends <3 gonna miss this place!

Brendan Novak

Nicknames: Novak, Nov, Novakane
Ambition: To have a successful career in music
Secret Ambition: To play the pipe organ at least once in my life
Thanks family & Friends. Good times in track, concert band & Marching Band. Good luck Class of 2009!

Stephanie O'Neill

Nickname: O'Neill
Ambition: Happy, successful & lives far away
Secret Ambition: To marry a soccer player & travel the world

Denise Ortega
Adrian Pacheco
Nicknames: Spongyhead, Squashface, age
Ambition: Having a family
Secret Ambition: Become the world's best b-boxer.

Michelle Elizabeth Pallino
Nicknames: Pallino, Munchkin
Ambition: Radiology Technician
Secret Ambition: To be the future Mrs. Nick Lachey
4 years already over memories will last a lifetime
my best
AP&MK/BGD&Boy/Bf/Forever
BM=BF VD/2006-3thnx momdad/reve-3 GCLC '09

Joseph Parlegreco
Nicknames: Polly, Joey P, JP
Ambition: To become a Police Officer
Secret Ambition: Figure out why Rocco takes so long to get ready
Past 4 years were great
Football, lacrosse, ski club, Parties with The boys, MDW, Summer
Good luck Poo out PV

John V. Pasquariello, Jr.
Nickname: JV
Ambition: To be a doctor.

Rebecca Passos

Xavier Pemberton
Anthony Petronaci

Nicknames: Anthony
Ambition: To be a nurse
Secret Ambition: To always be in my own spotlight. The doors we open and close each day decide the lives we live.

Mom Dad Chris
Brandonthx 4 everytglove u guys.

Ashley Petrullo

Nicknames: Ash
Ambition: To be a nurse
Secret Ambition: To always be in my own spotlight.

The doors we open and close each day decide the lives we live.

Mom Dad Chris
Brandonthx 4 evynglove u guys.

Brian Piccirillo

Nicknames: Pice
Ambition: Run in the 2012 Olympics
Secret Ambition: Bring a Waldo or Sonic to North Jersey. Well what can I say, it's been an amazing 4 years love all my friends. Good luck to everyone.

Trevor Allen Pierri

Nicknames: Trev
Ambition: To become a teacher

Class of 2009 Green Army

Class Inseperables

Tom & Ben Hornstra/ Ryan Dembek, Matt Dombrowski, & Harry Polanco
2nd place: Frank Giardina & Alan Bogoevski
3rd place: Andrea Black & Gianna DePasquale

John Paul Platt

Nickname: Platt
Ambition: To be remembered as an individual, not a follower
Secret Ambition: To find Waldo and Carmen Sandiego.
I want to thank my family 4 everything Truck. xc nvr forget u guys. DSU good times and fun people. Good luck next year 2 everyone.
N. Harry Polanco

**Nicknames:** Lambda, Green man, Day man, Leader of the Run

**Ambition:** Do well in school, make a lot of money, Save the world

**Secret Ambition:** Beat down a panda bear

"An ounce of action is worth a ton of theory, never be silenced by fear! WEEEE!!"

---

Samantha N. Polizzi

**Nicknames:** Sam, Saman, Jack

**Ambition:** To become a successful lawyer and have no regrets

**Secret Ambition:** To take a road trip across country in a 1967 black Chevy Impala

Great 4 years! Learned a lot about myself & about life. Friends are the greatest. Heart & AS bffs. Mad at chim thanks for everything. I love you.

---

Michelle Porucznik

**Nicknames:** Poruch, Michika Polaski, Peru

**Ambition:** To become a successful lawyer and have no regrets

**Secret Ambition:** To take a road trip across country in a 1967 black Chevy Impala

"Happiness is only real when shared."

---

Andrea Potenzone

**Nicknames:** Andie

**Ambition:** To become a bartender!

**Secret Ambition:** To be a professional Starbucks taster

"Opportunity doesn't knock, build a door."

---

Courtney Rose Pridmore

**Ambition:** To be the lovable alto in a barbershop quartet

**Secret Ambition:** To have a real ambition

"Just because some of us can read and write and do a little math doesn't mean we deserve to conquer the Universe."

---

Nicole Victoria Puluse

**Nicknames:** Puluse, Colee

**Ambition:** To become a Nurse

"Life is a game in which no one will ever completely understand. Thanks Mom Jaclyn & Ray Ray for being there. Congrats & GL Class of 2009!"
Rodrigo Quezada

Nicknames: Rod, Roddy, Tito, Julio
Ambition: Having a nice life
Secret Ambition: Rockstar
I will miss all the weird times in PV. See you later Vin and Adrian. Halfa. Peace. I'm out. Killer Monk eyes for life!

Rocco Rada

Nicknames: Roddy, Rock
Ambition: To be a Graphic Designer and Firefighter
Secret Ambition: To be co-owner of Hot Grill
Thanks Mom Dad Ash Bob 4 everything Iy Thanks 2 my boys RB MC TS SF GB MH JP PVTV-Good Times Class of 09 -pece 734

Magdalize Ramirez

Nicknames: Maggie
Ambition: To marry Shia Labouf
Secret Ambition: To join the Peace Corps.
I actually did it wanna thank my mom and all of my family. Also my true friends. SENIORS 09!

Sara Alicia Rappa

Nicknames: Sara Lee Cheese Cake, Rapp, Anok
Ambition: To be happy with whatever I choose to do
Secret Ambition: To sit front row at New York Fashion Week
Thanks To All of My FAMILY I LOVE YOU! CLASS of 2009 Good Luck In The REAL WORLD!

Justin Rattino

Nicknames: Rat, Jat, Ratman
Ambition: To become an accountant
Secret Ambition: To be in the next Martin Scorsese movie. When I am done, they will say, he has been here.

Racquel Regalado

Nickname: R-2
Ambition: Lawyer
Secret Ambition: Be a soccer wife
Peace out PV Imma Miss all those crazy nites shout out to ma girls n da goons lu ma bb n Live life with no regrets
Mirjana Repic

Nicknames: Mia, Mir
Ambition: To become an Architect
Secret Ambition: To become the most influential guitarist of all time.

Vincent Resciniti

Nicknames: Vinny, Vincento, Vin, Vince, V-dawg
Ambition: To fly a plane
Secret Ambition: To live in a land with endless amounts of Stromboli. Great times thanks to family and friends. Lots of fun and memories with you guys, especially Angela. Good luck class of 09.

John Reyes

Aaron Richardson

Class Space Cadets

Dan Vandijk & Rallou Karoullas

2nd place: Dom DiDolci & Gianna DePasquale
3rd place: Alessio Esposito & Katelynn DeMeo

Alisa Ridgell

Ambition: To be successful in whatever I do & be able to overcome whatever obstacle life throws my way.
Secret Ambition: To become a famous singer.
Reanna Rillo

Nicknames: Ree, Rere
Ambition: To be successful living is easy with eyes closed misunderstanding all you see

Jenai Nairi Rios

Nickname: Gigglesz
Ambition: To be well known in the fashion industry worldwide.
Secret Ambition: To be fierce, fabulous, and filthy rich. Much Love to ALL My GIRLS JCDBEA and family thanks always being there 4 me GOOD LUCK TO the CLASS OF 2009!

Krystle Rodriguez

Nickname: Krys
Ambition: To be successful in whatever I do.
Secret Ambition: I want to be on the cover of Vogue. Never regret something that once made you smile.

Danielle Romeo

Nicknames: Dee, d.Romes, twin
Ambition: To be successful in the business world of fashion.
Secret Ambition: To marry Michael Kors.

Ray J Rotella

Nickname: Tri-State
Ambition: To be successful at absolutely anything I put my mind to.
Secret Ambition: It wouldn’t be a secret if I told you.

Estrella Ruiz

Nicknames: Shorty, Zoncita
Ambition: To be a great Business Woman.
Secret Ambition: It’s secret... Doing Your Best... Means Never Stop Trying. AND You Earn Respect By How You Live, Not By Who You Demand.
Nicknames: Jess, Ruse, Russo, Russomanno
Ambition: To become a food critic =)
Secret Ambition: To grow 5 inches taller
Here's to the nights we felt alive with the people we'll never forget. SKR4E.
SE+LB=LOVE Everyone else ukur
Love u 4 ever

Logan Salviano
Nicknames: Jo, JoJo, JuJu, Jazz, Banana
Ambition: To succeed in college and become a dentist.
Secret Ambition: To travel the world =)
Congrats Class of 2009! To mom, dad, girlfriend SM, BOOMBOOM, Panda Love, you and thanks for making HS Amazing!!

James San George
Ambition: To be cultured, humble, and musically talented
Secret Ambition: To fully understand the process of thought.
There is no quote sufficient enough to describe my life to this point. All I know is that you must live it anyway.

Tiffany Santiago
Nickname: Roccuzzo
Ambition: To meet a nice Italian girl who can cook as good as my mother.
Secret Ambition: To be as big as Nick Mac.
Cant believe how fast life goes by. Gonna miss everyone. Thanks to all my family and friends for everything.
Good luck c/o 09. No regrets
Emma Sarkis

Most Likely to Clone Themselves

John Reyes & Gianna DePasquale
2nd place: Jimmy SanGeorge & Sadaf Shekarkhand
3rd place: Younes Haddouche, Daniel Lwaysi, & Dina Crupi

Dana Sastre

Christine Schlosser

Dana Sastre

Christine Schlosser

Nicknames: Slosh, Slosher
Ambition: Criminal Psych
Secret Ambition: To be a Real Orange County Housewife
Accept no one's definition of YOUR life; define yourself.

Kelley Ann Sedeyn

Elia Marie Serifovic

Nicknames: Kel, Kelloggs, Kelley McKelster
Ambition: To be a Special Education Teacher or Speech Pathologist
Secret Ambition: To travel to Australia
"Every story has an end, but in life every end has a new beginning." To all my friends especially gm, vt, np jr, cs, & km

Nickname: Eliza
Ambition: I'm talking millions
Secret Ambition: To own my own island
Far and away the best prize that life offers is the chance to work hard at work worth doing —Theodore Roosevelt
Ketul Shah

Nicknames: Shah, K-Shah, Ketulie
Ambition: To live a happy and successful life
Great Times at PV! Thanks to my friends and family for everything! Good Luck and Congrats Class of 2009! Keep it REAL!

Mariam Shakarashvili

Nicknames: Mare, Mini
Ambition: To be successful in cosmotology & nursing
Secret Ambition: Graduate Highschool & make it to college
Shout out to my lil sis Irene ILOVEYOUbabygrl Good Luck Class of 09!

Sadaf Shekarkhand

Nicknames: Saddy
Ambition: To become a business leader & rise above the mundane expectations society has for women
Secret Ambition: Prove that one person can & will change our apathetic society for the better. It’s been an interesting 4 years filled w/ stress & fun! Thanks 2 my girls who kept me insane!

Christine Rose Sinisi

Ambition: To become a teacher
Secret Ambition: To travel to every continent.
Life is what you make of it, so make it worth living!! Thanks to all who were there (or me, especially my family).

Toni Sisti

Nicknames: Tone, Tone-wenduh, Toni Revo-Oni
Ambition: Physical Education Teacher
Secret Ambition: to become chief of a tribe in Zimbabwe with Alex
Congrats Class of 09! PVGVBCAPTAIN=SLUGS-43. My Friends SM BB AK CC ME SW ES WOW MOM

John Spaventa

Ambition: To live a happy and successful life
Secret Ambition: To be the general manager of the New York Yankees
If we did the things we are capable of, we would astonish ourselves.
-Thomas Edison
Kristi Spinda

Nicknames: Kris, Krisley
Ambition: To be rich and famous
Secret Ambition: To be in a rap video
Shout out to all my friends in 2022, I love you. PVPH, MDW08, Summer08, pvyh08
love you seniors!

Joseph Spinalli

Nicknames: Joe, Joey, Spinalli, Tito Burrito
Ambition: To own and manage my own business.
So many memes thru these 4 yrs! BP red camping in bkyard.
Good Luck Class of 2009.

Kristen Elizabeth Spinelli

Nicknames: Kris, Spini
Ambition: To design my own clothing line
Secret Ambition: To climb Mt. Everest with Katie Kulikin.
Mom & Dad & fam-u-3 u Friends near Age!
LCABGQKGKDCCDJJLABF
HSGMMRSEES2WAP
Cheering cast.
SBMys GCI
MDW-88 Memories. Seniors 09 4E

Joseph Spinner

Kristen Elizabeth Spinelli

Nicknames: Kris, Spini
Ambition: To design my own clothing line
Secret Ambition: To climb Mt. Everest with Katie Kulikin.
Mom & Dad & fam-u-3 u Friends near Age!
LCABGQKGKDCCDJJLABF
HSGMMRSEES2WAP
Cheering cast.
SBMys GCI
MDW-88 Memories. Seniors 09 4E

Kristen Elizabeth Spinelli

Nicknames: Kris, Spini
Ambition: To design my own clothing line
Secret Ambition: To climb Mt. Everest with Katie Kulikin.
Mom & Dad & fam-u-3 u Friends near Age!
LCABGQKGKDCCDJJLABF
HSGMMRSEES2WAP
Cheering cast.
SBMys GCI
MDW-88 Memories. Seniors 09 4E

Nico R. Stabile

Nicknames: God, T.J., bIRD, Schrinco
Ambition: To teach and coach and act
Secret Ambition: To star in Whole Line Is It Anyway! Don't hesitate for what you want—find what makes you happy, be smart enough to hold onto it.

Jarrid Stanton

Nicknames: J-Rad
Ambition: To be a successful animator
"the strawberries taste like strawberries"
Sean Stone

Nicknames: Stone
Ambition: To be a graphic designer.
I can't believe I am graduating already. I can't wait to go to college and start my career. Good luck to all my friends and remember the good times.

Angela Marie Strignile

Nicknames: Angie, Striggy
Ambition: To become an elementary school teacher or film editor.
Secret Ambition: To have the Merv Griffin talk show set in my house one day. 4 years soccer summer 2008- DTS SP-BFE VR<3 Mom, Tony, Melissa, AJ & DJ. Thanks for everything. I love you guys!

Diana Marie Swetlitschnyj

Ambition: To be a best selling novelist.
Secret Ambition: To find true love.
I have truly enjoyed my years of PV and saying goodbye is bitter sweet. Love and thanks to Mom and Dad Vlad Alex and Nino.

Suzanne Artemis Switlyk

Nicknames: Sue, Suzy Q, Suzanna
Ambition: To be a psychologist or police officer.
Secret Ambition: To be the real Slim Shady.
Itn 2 every 1 who's been thru 4 me mom dad hang tight! 
GXDV

Elisha Sonia Szeman

Nicknames: Lee, Leehead
Ambition: To be amazing at whatever I do.
Secret Ambition: It's not allowed to be written in the yearbook.
These 4 years were indescribable. My select few made my days alright =)
Good luck class! Hold your breath make a wish.

Teacher's Worst Nightmare

Logan Salviano & Katie Krulan
2nd place: Louis Mourad & Erica Gelewski
3rd place: Bobby Tatro, Marissa Levash, & Sadaf Shekarkhand
Michael Szewczyk

Nickname: Self check
Ambition: To be successful in whatever I do.
Secret Ambition: To get away with it all.

We had a great 4 years best wishes to all my friends. Nr 4 get my weekends, PV Prefect, Boys Soccer, AGPAJPTCJMLHHCZ

Robert Tafro

Gerald Thomas

Nicknames: Steph, Barbie
Ambition: To become an elementary education teacher.
Secret Ambition: To marry rich and be successful.

Great 8 yrs unforgettable mums. BMUMGAMLKMG *
SUMMER 06* Cheerirng 05-07 thanks mom dad sis & fam.
Seniors 09* (No regrets) congratulations!!

Stephanie Kate Thomas

Kyle Thompson

Nicknames: Mel
Ambition: To be consistently awesome.
Secret Ambition: Poet laureate of the universe

To the most incredible kids around. "However far away I will always love you" yoo gills boxing day! Girls Epere-3

Melanie Tolomeo
Adriana Torres
Nicknames: Addie
Ambition: Live in Hawaii
Secret Ambition: Travel the world

Michelle Triolo
Nicknames: Mich, Mich-elle, Mee-shell
Ambition: To be a business person working in N.Y.
Secret Ambition: To be a pirate and set sail with Captain Jack Sparrow
It has been a great four years at P.V. Good luck to the class of 2009! I'll miss you all!

Daniela Trovato
Nicknames: Dee
Ambition: To become an Hawaiian hairdresser
Secret Ambition: That's why it's a secret! Congrats class of '09 we finally made it! girls <3 vou all ukrw peaceout PV

Jubeda Uddin
Nicknames: Julie, Jewels, Jubee
Ambition: To live my life for me with no regrets and be absolutely happy
Secret Ambition: To go to a third-world country and help the poor and underprivileged

Katerina Umagat
Nicknames: Kate, Katie, Little Kate
Ambition: To be happy & successful with everything that I do in my life
Secret Ambition: To travel to France, Washington in a silver Volvo with Vicky. To my friends thanks for the unforgettable memories! P.V.G.V.B. u girls i the best. VK/J/A=love always! Good luck class of '09 <3

Nikolija Uzelac
Nicknames: Nikole
Ambition: To become a high school history teacher
Secret Ambition: To be a singer
Life is everything but a dream TLY bff mom dad NP and sis To my sis you are my hero I could not have done it w/o you ILY
Most Likely to be on a Reality Show

John Reyes & Kristi Spina
2nd place: Alan Bogoevski & Danielle Romeo
3rd place: John Spaventa, John Irwin, & Rallou Karouillas

Jennifer Ann VanGieson
Nicknames: Jenn, Kathy
Ambition: To manage a business
Secret Ambition: To become a tattoo artist
thanks to my friends family especially mom & Elia. Dad I miss you always love you. Good Luck Class of 2009

Matthew J. Vargas
Nicknames: Vargas
Ambition: To become a West Patersonmen
Secret Ambition: To be successful in life and to live life to the fullest
My time in PV has come to an end but I will always remember those good times thanks PV for the memories it's been good

Nicole Vasquez
Nicknames: Nikki, Nikkinstein, Vasquez, Nikki cakes, Nikkayy
Ambition: To become a successful and rich dentist "shoot for the moon, even if you miss you will land among the stars" Good Luck Class of 09' Thanks to my fam i love you

Brian Vaughn
Kevin Villa

Nicknames: Killa-Kev, KEV
Ambition: To always be on top & be the best of the best.
Secret Ambition: To one day become an F.B.I or Secret Service agent.
Thankz mom, dad, sis, fam!
Everything BT&Funniest2yrs@P V Big U's/2Class/400
Wwe/Luv/Mommy/Jen.
5-19-07 Ps-yo I got dat SYLAMUS

Stephanie Warner

Nicknames: Steph, Stephii, Stephizes
Ambition: To pursue a career in Photography and Art.
Secret Ambition: To collect sand from every beach around the world.
"The cure for everything is saltwater - sweat, tears, or the ocean."
R.F.<3

Kate Wasilewski

Nickname: Waz
Secret Ambition: The Six Year Plan
"If we admit that human life can be ruined by reason then all possibility of life is destroyed."

Erik Weir

Nicknames: Erik
Ambition: To own my own sneaker line.
Secret Ambition: To be a Pokemon trainer and catch 'em all
SHOUT OUT TO ALL MY BOYS GOOD LUCK CLASS OF 2009 Peace out PVM

Matthew Wieczorek

Worst Case of Senioritis

Shawn McAteer & Katie Krulan
2nd place: Bobby Tafró & Erica Gelweski
3rd place: Alessio Esposito, Dan Van Dijk, & Danielle Haas
Matt Wilk

Nicknames: Wilk, Milk, Wilkyway, Wink, Mark, Mr. Milk
Ambition: To be a psychologist
Secret Ambition: To have Milk and cookies with Santa
Congrats to Class of 09 Love my family and friends! AK RO VB XM KN SW LM
CM BM MF DF JO PVTV Forever!

Amanda Maria Wisse

Nickname: Wisseeee
Ambition: To be a successful nurse
Secret Ambition: To work at Seattle Grace Hospital with Dr. McDreamy
Thanx 2 all my friends SMML
GX mems! Green Chief 09 <3 MBS Thanx 4 great times ILU! To my Mom Dad & Bro-I Love You all!!

Rachel Yanosh

Nicknames: Rall, Rall-Rall, Buttercup
Ambition: To be an athletic trainer & work for a professional sports team.
Secret Ambition: To marry Darius Zubrus or Jeff Hardy 2009 Baby MyGuru AK,KS,AP,MM,SW,LN,NC,SM,MC,JHM
y Bois,SM,ML,KS,AA,DD,MC,CD,EG,JZ Thanx to my family. Love you "hotNegros"

Kathryn Yoder

Nickname: Katie
Ambition: To become a Graphic Designer.
To all my friends, never will forget all the crazy & fun times we've had. Love you! PEACE

Jessica Lauren Yuppa

Nicknames: Yuppa, Belle, Jess, Jesse, Ralph, etc.
Ambition: Writer or Therapist
Secret Ambition: To host an episode of Saturday Night Live
"I took the road less traveled by and that has made all the difference."NHSPre?!PV Drama ClubWoj!ThxDan<3&myloving friendsMom, Dad, love u.
Good Luck PV Class of 2009!

Most Likely to Brighten Your Day

Anthony Frias & Nikki George
2nd place: John Hanley & Diana Swetlitschnyj
3rd place: Ray Rotella, Sabrina Conti, & Andrea Ficarra
Chris Zaneski

Nickname: Zan Man
Ambition: Gym Teacher
Secret Ambition: Pro Scout
PV was an amazing four years. The memories are unforgettable to my friends.

Most Likely to Sell Freshmen Tickets to the Pool on the Roof

Logan Salviano & Olivia Ferro
2nd place: Patrick Fierro & Erica Gelewski
3rd place: Cris Castro, Dan Van Dijk, & Katie Krulan

Alec Zavattaro

Nickname: azav
Ambition: To be successful in whatever I choose to do.

Class Multi-Tasker

Matt Dombrowski & Mei Cruz
2nd place: Anthony Longo & Stephanie Niland
3rd place: Mike Deluccia, Mia Castiglione, & Sadaf Shekarkhand

Also Graduating...

Zuleika Carabello
Peter Ciolino
Daniel Clemente
Adrian Delgado
Tarek Elshayeb
Giovanni Ferrante
Felipe Gonzalez
Younes Haddouche
Iman Hinnawi
Arminda Irizarry
Isela Lopez
Anthony Marafino
Christopher Malmstone
Anthony Medina
Mark Milojkovic
Ryan Passos
Christopher Rodriguez
Nicole Romeo
Irine Shakarashvili
Henry Smith
Sedef Turkmenilli
Daniel Van Dijk
David Volpicelli
Andrew Werner
"Do what you can, with what you have, where you are."
"It is by chance we met . . . By choice we became friends."
Best Friends
What is a friend? A single soul dwelling in two bodies.

~Aristotle
"Friendship is a real gift. It's given with no expectations and no gratitude is necessary."

-Boy Meets World
Did You Know?

Passaic Valley has:
- 2077 desks to fall asleep on
- 1253 windows to daydream out of
- 684 stairs to trip on
- 619 doorknobs you can turn
- 253 parking spots to turn into at 8:03
- 76 classrooms to "pay attention" in

Passaic Valley's Class of 2009 has:
- secretly sent over 950,000 text messages during class
- been able to breathe again after 114 essay extensions
- learned 300 formulas they'll probably never remember
- had 45,236 song lyrics stuck in their heads
- 1,456 moments of laughter at lunch tables
- lent 157 pens and pencils they'll never get back
- had 4 years of great memories they'll never forget.
Then and Now

"One of the greatest things about growing up..."
"Is the sharing, closeness, and the great times you've had with your friends."
"The most beautiful discovery true friends make ..."
...is that they can grow separately without growing apart."

115
"A memory lasts forever, never does it die..."
...True friends stay together and never say goodbye."
"A friend is one who knows us..."
"but loves us anyway."
It was nice growing up with someone like you - someone to lean on, someone to count on... someone to tell on! ~Author Unknown
Brothers and sisters are as close as hands and feet

~Vietnamese proverb
A sibling may be the keeper of one's identity, the only person with the keys to one's unfettered, more fundamental self.
- Marian Sandmaier
Sometimes being a brother is even better than being a superhero - Marc Brown.
Homecoming
2009
Top 10 Reasons We Are Glad to Be Graduating

- We’re tired of text messaging from beneath our desks.
- One word: UNDERCLASSMEN.
- We’re tired of trying to beat our parents to the mailbox.
- Air conditioning in December and heat in May and June.
- It’s getting harder to hide the fact that we don’t know what pronouns are.
- No more MySpace & Facebook.
- No more hiding MySpace & Facebook.
- No more bottoming out on the speed bumps at 7:59.
- So we can go to the bathroom without raising our hands.
- No more picking up confiscated cell phones after school.
- I’d rather get my sixth hour of sleep at home.
Top 10 Most Academic

"I know the price of success: dedication, hard work, and a devotion to the things you want to see happen."

Breana Mallamaci
Krista Karjalainen
Anna Swetlicnyj
Alex Beebe
Sadaf Shekarkhand
Mia Castiglione
Kate Umagat
Sam Polizzi
Anthony Longo
John Spaventa

All rankings are based upon June 2008 GPAs. Students appear in random order.
TOP
10
+1
MOST INVOLVED

Stephanie Niland
Sadaf Shekarkhand
Nico Stabile
Elizabeth Gloor
Allison Gibbons
Courtney Pridmore

Matthew Wilk
Jacquelynn Murray
Alexander Beebe
Amber Kay
Ketul Shah

This list is in random order, based on activity points calculated in June 2002.
Sports

PV Pride
Coaches: Mr. Murphy, Mr. Porter, Mr. Desalvo, Mr. Berschard, Mr. Wright, Mr. Thorton, Mr. Auiteri, Mr. Yodice, Mr. DeCastro (Not Pictured Mr. Leone)

Captains: Brendan Murphy, Alan Bogoevski, John Irwin

Seniors: Shawn McAteer, Alex Milza, Frank Giardina, Mr. Desalvo, John Irwin, Joseph Parlegreco, George Juzdan, Christopher Monte, Omar Alkhalaf, Adrian Delgado, John Reyes, Alan Bogoevski, Brendan Murphy, Christopher Calcano
What is a bootleg?

"Like those movies?"
Nicole Daniele

"Something fake"
Joseph Muoio

"When people bought alcohol illegally in the 1920s"
Alec Zavattaro

Bootleg (n) - An offensive play where the quarterback fakes a hand-off to a running back going one direction while he goes the opposite direction to run or pass.
What is a liberty?

Liberty-(v) a stunt where the flyer is in the air on one foot and the other leg is bent
What is an accidental?

Accidental (v) a musical notation symbol used to raise or lower the pitch of a note indicated by key signatures.

Director: Mr. DeLuccia
Assistant Director: Mr. Kruzel
Color Guard Director: Ms. Landers
Arranger: Mr. Halpern
Captains: Jefferson Hurtado and Tomothy Conti

Coaches: Mr. Salvatore and Mr. Couden

Seniors: Jefferson Hurtado, Timothy Conti, Michael Szewczyk, Christopher Morrison, Matthew Lopes, Jakub Libucha, Gerardo Valenzuela
What is a Rainbow?

"A spectrum of light with a little bit of love in it."

"Gay Pride!"

"A spectrum of light that appears in the sky"

Rainbow-(n) a trick when the ball is rolled up your calf and flicked with your heel so that the ball goes over your head and lands in front of you.
Coaches: Mr. Deeney & Mr. O'Brien

Captains: Antonella Canizzo, Lindsay Braen, Adrianna Bertino, Brittany Mangione

Seniors: Alisa Ridgell, Antonella Canizzo, Liany Dijol, Michelle Porucznik, Adriana Bertino, Angela Stringile, Jaclyn Doumar, Lindsay Braen, Brittany Mangione, Sara Rappa
What's a Bicycle Kick?

"An object that holds up a bike"

"When a bike kicks a ball"

"When someone kicks a bike"

Bicycle Kick- (n.) A play where a player falls backward kicking the ball when upside down to a point behind him.
Coaches: Ms. Lori Demsey and Mrs. Cheryl Grande

Captains: Sabrina Conti, Suzanne Svitlyk, Jami De Grote

Seniors: Kristi Spina, Suzanne Svitlyk, Sabrina Conti, Samantha Gumienny, Sandra Carolan
What is a Stroke?

"A heart attack"

"A swimming move"

"Painting with a paint brush"

Stroke-(v) action taken by a single player against the goalie to score because of a foul.
G Y M N A S T I C S

Coaches: Ms. Czepiel and Ms. Agosta

Captains: Allison Fischback, Christina Corbosiero, Dominique Brown, and Alexis Arena

Seniors: Christina Corbosiero
(Not Pictured: Danielle Haas)
What is a Stick?

"A piece of wood"

"A tree branch"

"To stay put in one place"

Stick-(v) To stick a landing is to land, and remain standing without taking a step.
What is an ace?
Ace (n)- A serve that results directly in a point, usually when the ball hits the floor untouched on the receiving team's side of the court.
What is a smash?

Smash (n)- a hard, overhead, downward hit on the ball that makes it difficult for the receiver to return.

Captains: Aja Kalenikova and Kloudya Molina

Coaches: Mr. Ottino and Ms. Casale

Seniors: Laura LaBianca, Katelynn DeMeo, Kloudya Molina (Not Pictured: Aja Kalenikova)
What is a 5K?

5K- (n) 3.1 miles which is a common high school distance in cross country
What is a Flyer?
Flyer- (n) A person that is up in a stunt in the air.

Coaches: Miss O' Connor

Seniors: Michelle Triolo and Miranda Meador
Coaches: Ms. Berthold, Mr. Salvatore, Mr. Couden

Seniors: Bianca Cruz, Victoria Diaz, Brittany Mangione

HOME OF THE HORNETS

HORNETS VISITOR
What is a pick?

- A long tooth comb
- "It helps you with the cords while playing guitar"

"It's a basketball maneuver of obstructing an opponent with one's body while keeping your feet planted"
Boys Basketball

Coaches: Robert Carcich

Captains: Christopher Calcano and Dominick Coiro

Seniors: Christopher Calcano
What is charging?

"Running"

"Sleeping or drinking an enrgy drink"

"A big animal running into someone"

charging (n) - an offensive foul which occurs when an offensive player runs into a defender who has an established position.
What is a brooklyn?

Brooklyn-A first ball to the left of the headpin for right-handers, to the right of it for left-handers.
Coaches: Mr. Ottino and Mr. Johnson

What is a California Start?

California Start- (n) when all the runners cannot fit on the line and a group of runners start on the outside lanes and eventually cut in
Coaches: Mr. Gary T. Steele and Mr. Mike Sheehan

Captains: Ryan Calabro, Matt Coiro and Pat Sliwoski

Seniors: Timmy Conti and Ryan Calabro
What is feeding?

"To give food"

"To give food to the fishies"

"When animals eat"

Feeding (v) - Passing the puck
Wrestling

Coaches: Mr. Kapral, Mr. Benvenuti, Mr. Benvenuti, Mr. Iobst

Captains: Andrew Greco and John Irwin

Seniors: Trevor Pierri, Steven Baldasarre, Andrew Greco, John Irwin, Chris Castro
What is a Trap?

"A contraption used to catch people"

"Something a hunter uses to catch his prey"

"Something used to catch people"

Trap-(v) To hold a part of the opponent's body with part of your body.
What is a Fleche?

Fleche -(v) A running attack.

Coaches: Ms. Conzelman, Mrs. Dellanno, Ms. Phillips

Captains: Dina Crupi, Jaclyn Morino, Kristen Spinelli, Andrea Ficarra

Seniors: Top: Gianna Depasquale, Jaclyn Morino, Kristen Spinelli, Stephanie Niland, Jessica Gianduso,
Bottom: Lindsay Cosgrave, Dina Crupi, Andrea Ficarra, Andrea Black
What is the Green?

Green (n) color and also the term used to describe the putting surface on the golf course.

Captain: Sandra Carolan

Seniors: Sandra Carolan & Brooke Lynn Moret

Coaches: Ms. Marquis & Mr. Ariola
Captains/Seniors: Aja Kalentkova, Kelly Krauth, Jaclyn Doumar, Liz Clever, Jarrid Stanton Ricke, Mikea Krappella, Nico Stable Brendan Mulligan, Brian Piccillo, Mike Evans, John Platt, Tom Hornstra, Ben Hornstra, Dave Deleon, Adrian Delgado.

Coaches: Mr. Johnson, Mr. Deluw, Mr. Cappello, Mrs. Grande, Mr. Thornton, Mr. Pescatore, Mr. Martens.
What is a spikes?

"A trap cops use to catch people."

"Guido Hair."

"I have no clue."

Spikes(n)-points on the bottom of running shoes that allow the runner to move quicker.
Seniors: Stephanie Niland, Jessica Gianduso, Megan Murray, Jaclyn Morino, Katie Yoder, Kristen Spinelli

Coaches: Ms. McNeil & Mr. Canning

Coaches & Seniors
What is a Slap?

"When someone slaps you in the face"

"A slapshot"

"Isn't that in field-hockey?"

slap (v) - performed by mostly left-handed hitters, it is an attempt to hit a ground ball with a controlled short, chopping motion while moving towards first base.
Coaches: Adam Christopher, Joe Roulis, Jared Fowler, John Pelosi, Vic Mesce, John Mazzo, Robert Carcich

Seniors/Captains: Michael Ferrigno, Jimmy SanGeorge, Christopher Zaneski, Michael DeLuccia, Christopher Morrison, Joe Muolo, Ryan Calabro
What is a Pickle?

"A sticky situation."

"A game played in gym."

"A vegetable you eat."

Pickle-(v) when a runner is running back and forth between bases trying not to get thrown out or tagged.
Ace - A serve that is not passable and results immediately in a point.

What is an ace?

Ace - A serve that is not passable and results immediately in a point.

Coaches: Mr. Robertazzi & Mr. Deeney

Seniors: Younes Haddouche, Patrick Fierro, John Howard, Jakub Libucha, and Jason Cabréjos

Captain: Jakub Libucha
What is Love?
Love-a term that signifies a score of zero
What is cradling?

Cradling- (v) a side to side rolling motion used to keep the ball in the net of the stick while running down the field.
Captains:
Alex Milza, Nick Macaluso, Alan Bogoevski

Coaches: Mr. D'Amico & Mr. Kapral

What is checking?
Checking- (v) attempting to dislodge the ball from an opponent's stick.

Seniors: Mike Szewczyk, Alex Milza, Nick Macaluso, Joe Parlegreco, Rocco Rada, Alan Bogoevski, John Irwin
Clubs

Academic Team
Adviser: Ms. Menake

Amnesty International
Adviser: Ms. Menake

Animal Club
Adviser: Ms. Kennedy
President: Lindsey Naples
Vice President: Kelly Flynn
Secretary: Maria Naysmith
Treasurer: Torin Mallamaci

Anime Club
Adviser: Mrs. Hall
Co-Presidents:
Krista Karjalainen & Crystal Cordero
Vice President: Diana Swetlitschnji
Secretary: Donna Betsch
Sergeant-at-Arms: Glenn Durocher

Art Club
Adviser: Ms. Czepiel
President: Michelle Cando
Vice President: Chandni Patel
Secretary: Dana Schaffer
Treasurer: Katie Anderson
Clubs

A/V Club

Advisers: Ms. Weber & Ms. Macchia
President: Matt Wilk
Vice President: Jessica Oldja
Secretary: Stephanie Thomas
Treasurer: Shawn Maguire

Cappies Club

Adviser: Ms. Shue

Cosmetology Club

Advisers: Ms. Cid & Mrs. Kurtishi
Officers:
Sithra Chaudhary, Elisha Szeman, Jocelyn Rivera, and Chelsea Lewis

Criminal Justice Club

Advisers: Mr. Minnella & Mr. Ryan
President: Rajaelle Borges
Vice President: Ashley Petrullo
Secretary: Kim Vargas
Treasurer: Meghan Murray

Drama Club

Adviser: Ms. Shue
Officers:
Alli Gibbons, Nick Riccardi, Chris DePasquale, Meagan Amador, Melanie Hinkle, Ryan Stacy
**Clubs**

**Environmental Club**

Adviser: Mr. Goodman
Co-Presidents: Raquel Regalado, Jen Feliz, Lorraine Ferreira
Co-Vice Presidents: Vanessa Apaza & Isela Lopez
Secretary: Taylor Eldridge
Treasurer: Felipe Gonzalez

**E.R.A.S.E Club**

Advisers: Mrs. Konzelmann & Ms. Morris
President: Inel Cremona
Recording Secretary: Yasmine
Corresponding Secretary: Farah Ramen
Treasurer: Jess Cranmer
Historian: Sarah Ali

**French Club**

Adviser: Mrs. Zeman
President: Nicholas Riccardi
Vice President: Alex Beebe
Treasurer: Taylor Eldridge
Secretary: Sara Ali

**French National Honor Society**

Adviser: Mrs. Zeman

**Future Business Leaders of America**

Advisers: Mrs. Odgers & Mr. Ketchco
President: Marissa Levash
Vice President: Sadaf Shekarkhand
Secretary: Kloudya Molina
Clubs

Future Doctors of America

Adviser: Dr. Pantano
President: Anthony Longo
Vice President: Louisa Mazza-Hilway
Treasurer: Samantha Polizzi
Secretary: Mia Castiglione
Historian: Michelle Marchese

Future Educators of America

Adviser: Dr. lobst
President: Taylor Eldridge
Vice President: Allison Gibbons
Treasurer: Krista Karjalainen
Secretary: Nyjah Allen

Future Engineers Club

Adviser: Mr. Orshan
Officers:
Dan Lwaysi, Stephanie Domuracki, Jason Cabrejos, and Matt Wilk

Game's Club

Adviser: Ms. Kennedy
President: Timothy Polizzi
Vice President: Kerwin Ortega
Treasurer: Zachary Hajbi
Secretary: Anthony Lopez

Girls Show

Adviser: Mrs. Dellanno
President: Olivia Ferro
White Chief: Stephanie Niland
Green Chief: Amanda Wisse
Clubs

Italian National Honor Society

Adviser: Mrs. Papaleo

Jazz Band

Adviser: Mr. DeLuccia

Junior Statesmen of America

Adviser: Mrs. Vigilante
Council:
Ketul Shah, Sadaf Shekarkhand, and Nicholas Polanco

Key Club

Adviser: Mr. Gordon
President: Jessica Oldja
Vice President: Liz Gloor
Treasurer: Daniela Gloor
Secretary: Kim Galbraith
Editor: Monica Haberny

Latino Club

Adviser: Ms. Kennedy
President: Xiomara Ochoa
Vice President: Divya Jacob
Clubs

**Literary Club**

Adviser: Dr. Clinton
President: Diana Swetitschny
Officers: Sadaf Shekarkhand, Melanie Tolomeo, Nico Stabile, Krista Karjalainen, Matt DiBenedetto, Taylor Eldridge, and Gian Luciano

**Illions in Motion**

Adviser: Mrs. DeRosa

**Model U. I.**

Adviser: Mr. Kuchinsky

**National Art Honor Society**

Adviser: Ms. Ingraham
President: Lorraine Ferreira
Vice President: Isela Lopez
Secretary: Katelynn DeMeo
Treasurer: Katerina Beebe
Historian: Roxanne Bresnee

**National Honor Society**

Adviser: Mr. Wojcik
President: Jessica Yuppa
Secretary: Meagan Amador
Treasurer: Mia Castiglione
**Clubs**

**Peer Helpers**

Advisers: Ms. Morris & Mrs. Vigilante
Presidents: Mia Castiglione & Meghan Murray
Vice Presidents: Tala Shekarkhand
and Danielle Delianne
Secretary: Sara Tencza
Treasurer: Kathryn Yoder

**Physics Club**

Adviser: Mrs. Shturaks
President: Daniel Lwaysi
Vice President: Alex Beebe
Secretary: Krista Karjalainen
Officers:
John Spaventa & Anthony Longo

**Ping Pong Club**

Adviser: Ms. Marquis
President: Alex Beebe
Vice President: Martin Mendela
Representatives:
Gerardo Valenzuela & John Spaventa

**Pottery Club**

Adviser: Mr. Meineke

**PV TRAC**

Adviser: Mrs. Konzelmann
Co-Presidents:
Krista Karjalainen & Diana Swettitschj
Secretary: Monica Haberny
Treasurer: Kelly Krauthiem
Historian: Vinnie Bordonary
Clubs

R.E.B.E.A.
Adviser: Ms. Ingraham
Officers:
Liany Dijol, Nicole Vasquez, and Jennifer Feliz

Science League
Adviser: Dr. Pantano
President: Ayscenur Iscen
Vice President: Mike Vecchione
Treasurer: Alberto Batarseh
Secretary: Stephanie Molin

Ski Club
Advisers: Mr. Mazzo & Mr. Cappello

Spanish Club
Adviser: Mrs. Dolce
President: Kelly Krautheim
Vice President: Lindsay Cosgrave
Treasurer: Nicholas Polanco
Secretary: Mei Cruz

Student Senate
Adviser: Mrs. Grande
President: George Juzdan
Vice President: Stephanie Niland
Corresponding Secretary: Shawn McAteer
Recording Secretary: Sadaf Shekarkhand
Treasurer: Marisa Levash
Representatives to the BOE:
Elizabeth Gloor, Jocelyn Doumar & Veronica Barone
Clubs

Student Trainers

Adviser: Ms. Dross
President: Gerardo Valenzuela
Vice President: Giselle Prego
Secretary: Karisa Morikawa
Treasurer: Rae Ann Ebarita

Adviser: Mr. Donnelly

Vocal Ensemble

Adviser: Mr. Frasche
Choir President: Allison Gibbons
Choir Vice President: Taylor Eldridge

Advisers: Ms. Weber & Ms. Macchia
President: Rocco Rada
Vice President: Ryan Baker
Secretary: Ed Barnes
Treasurer: Dan Friscia

Advisers: Ms. Trautz & Mr. Colon
President: Alan Bogojevski
Vice President: Alex Milza
Treasurer: Lindsay Cosgrave
Secretary: Jamie DeGrote
Snack Stand Supervisor: Janine Abyad

Web Design

Adviser: Ms. Demsey
President: Harsh Lathia
Vice President: Julie Uddin
Secretary: Chelsea Mangione
Fall Play
Moon Over Buffalo
Holiday Concert
I
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Girls' Show 2009

Green Chief: Amanda Wiesz

President: Olivia Ferro

White Chief: Stephanie Niland

Advisors: Mrs. Dellanno, Ms. Tignoia, Ma. Phillips, Ma. Konzelmann

"One Night Only"
Girls' Show 2009

Green

One Night Only

Green Cheer - The Joker
Green Exercise - Superman
Green Dance - Elphaba
Victories: Green Dance, Green Novelties, Green Posters, White Cheer, White Exercise, White Relays

White Cheer - Vampires
White Exercise - KISS
White Dance - Rags to Riches
"The best teachers teach from the heart, not from the book."
Dear Members of the Class of 2009:

To look backward for a while is to refresh the eye, to restore it, and to render it the more fit for its prime function of looking forward. –Margaret Fairless Barber

For nearly 70 years, the Valley Green has served as the repository for the most precious high school memories experienced at Passaic Valley Regional High School. When you look back at your four years at PV, that reflection coupled with your yearbook archives will provide you with a host of warm memories. Numerous surveys and anecdotal comments reinforce the fact that most people warmly recall their high school years even more than their collegiate experiences.

Annually, we have returning alumni who visit PV and who cannot wait to share their recollections with their classmates. While the teenage years can be trying for young people and family members alike, they also represent some of the most exciting events in our lives. Just think back to your first few days at PV as a wide-eyed, lost and confused ninth grader and how quickly the four years have slipped by.

We trust that you have taken full advantage of the opportunities that were available to you at PV. There is no greater satisfaction to educators than to see their students move to more significant academic and professional successes. We take such pride in your past achievements and look forward to hearing about your future accomplishments. Remember to look back occasionally and reflect on the hornet tradition as you continue to grow as a productive citizen in our society.

On behalf of the Board of Education and Administration, I wish you the very best in all of your future efforts and remind you to maintain your pride in the Green and White!

Respectfully,

Viktor J. Joganow, Ed.D.

Student Senate Representatives:
Elizabeth Gloor, Veronica Barone, Jaclyn Doumar

The Passaic Valley Board of Education-Standing l-r: Vice President Mr. John Evans, Mr. Joseph Appio, Mrs. Joanne Glanduso, Mrs. Margaret Hasko, Mr. Carlo Spinella, Mr. Eugene Ridgeway, Mr. Richard Greco; seated l-r; Mr. Ray Reddin Jr, Dr. Viktor Joganow, President Mrs. Laura Van Winkle, Mr. Paul Gerber, Mr. Joseph Puglisi.
Matthew Conforth, MA
Director
Educational Technology

Nick Sauter, MA
Assistant Principal/ Athletics and Activities

Dave Settembre, MA
Assistant Principal/ Discipline

Michael Paternoster, MA
Director of Special Services

Paul Gerber, BS
Business Administrator

Mariaelena Perosi, MA, M. Ed
Head of Guidance Services

Tim Platt
Supervisor of Building and Grounds
Abbie O'Connor, MA
Special Education

Linda Odgers, BS
Business

Scott Orshan, BE, MS
Science

Anthony Ottino, BS,
MS
Mathematics

Brad Ottino, BS
Mathematics

Lisa Paglia, BS
Mathematics

Tina Pantano, BS, MS,
MD
Science

Maria Papaleo, MA
World Language
Department Head

Maria Pedalino, MA
World Language

Nicole Phillips
Special Education

Ruth Pille
Business Office

William Robertazzi,
MA
History

Laura Rossy
Business Office

Scott Ryan, MS
Science

Marc Salvatore, MA
Physical Education

Donna Samko, MA
World Language

Michael Sheehan, BA
History

Elena Shtraks, MA
Science

Salvatore Sileo, M.Ed
Mathematics
Department Head

Gail Silker
Main Office

Marcia St. Lawrence,
M. Ed
Mathematics

Joan Stewart
Guidance

Roger Tanis, MA
Technology

Charlotte Terpak
Secretary

Joel Thornton, BA
Mathematics

Lynn Trautz, BA
Physical Education

Melanie Vasa, MA
Art

Susan Warcholik, RN,
BSN
Nurse

Donna Waryas
Main Office

Stephanie Weber, BA
Technology
"We remember the past to honor the future."
Ryan Calabro
Kathryn Haltmanek 1981
Anthony Calabro 1981

Jessica Yuppa
Kathy Abruscato 1973
Larry Yuppa 1972

Jacquelynn Murray
Donna Kynn Meylan 1979
John Murray 1977

Kim Andela
Frances Richardson 1952
Linda Richardson 1978

Suzanne Switlyk
Stephen Switlyk 1979
Beverly Katz 1980
Mr. Roger
Tanis

Retiree

Computer genius, always willing to give a helping hand, respected by all... irreplaceable.
Class of 2009

"For what it's worth, it was worth all the while. It's something unpredictable, but in the end it's right. I hope you had the time of your life." - Green Day
Sports Candids
Meagan Amador:  
Dear Maggie - It seems like just yesterday you were our baby girl! Time has gone so quickly! We look at you and couldn’t be more proud of the young woman you have become. Always follow your dreams! Love, hugs & kisses Mommy & Daddy

Michael Amaro:  
Mike, we are so proud of you. We hope you succeed in whatever you choose to do. Please remember that we will always be proud of YOU! Love Mom & Dad

Steven M. Baldassarre:  
Dear Steven, I am so proud of you and of your academic progress, work, ethic, athletic abilities and talents. Being your dad has been one of the greatest gists in my life. I love you! I have noticed these last four years that you have become a fine young man, full of kindness, empathy, and generosity. Your SPIRIT and PASSION are infectious! Remember to always work hard, listen generously, and fight for your moral conviction! Dreams do come true if you believe. God Bless you always. Love, Dad

Vincent Bendzak:  
Vincent you’re a good egg. If more parents had kids like you, they wouldn’t be gray right now (they would be broke, but not gray). And your mom says congratulations. - The Beardman

Adriana Bertino:  
Adri, it seems just like yesterday when you were born, took your first steps & had your first day of school. You have grown into a beautiful responsible young girl. We are so proud of your accomplishments. Pursue your goals and let no one stand in your way to success & happiness. Just remember to smile and that we love you and will always be there for you. Love Mom, Dad, Sabrina & Joey

To Adri - It’s crazy to think that my Lil sis is already graduating H.S. I remember the day you were born like it was yesterday. I honestly couldn’t have asked for a better sister. You’re a beautiful, intelligent, compassionate young lady. Always follow your dreams and listen to your heart. Remember I’m very proud of you and I love you with all my heart! Love your sister, Sabrina

Andrea Black:  
Four years have gone by so fast. We are so proud of you for never giving up during these years, even when your classes were tough; and also for all the efforts and dedication you put into gymnastics, Girls’ Show and cheerleading. You have grown into a caring, loving & beautiful young woman. I know that you have high expectations in life, and we believe you will do well in college as well as pursue an exciting and challenging career. Congratulations on your Graduation 2009!!! We love you, Mom, Dad and sister Julia

Rafaelle Borges:  
In the past, I held your tiny fingers and watched you grow. Today, the present, I admire your dedication, honesty, courage and all you’ve accomplished along the way. Tomorrow, the future... I can only hope you’ll come back so we could bond just like the day you were born. Distance never changed our love, just made it stronger. May God bless your great accomplishments!" Walk proud - always smile - have no regrets - and dare to be different! Love You & Congrats, Mom & Dad
Lindsay Braen:
Having you for a daughter is one of the most important things in our life... We have watched you become your own special person, and that has made us very proud. We especially admire you for all of your accomplishments on top of all your other responsibilities... you bring your own touch to everything you do. You mean the world to us and we love you very much. Good luck in college!
Always, Mom & Dad

Mia Castiglione:
Dearest Mia, Every single day I am amazed by you...you are such a "Mia" - full of life, peace, love and understanding. You are truly beautiful inside and out. Well rounded and balanced, you juggle school, homework, friends with ease and dignity. I truly have never met such a self-motivated and determined person. You commit to everything you do and you never forget the human element. Thoughtful, caring and compassionate, you have good old fashioned qualities that mean so much in this ever changing world.
Sithra Chaudhary:
I love you, Sithra. It is my honor, privilege, and the greatest blessing to be your dad. I remember the day and time when you were born and I was the 1st on to hold you after Dr. Ahkami & nurses cleaned you. I called Adhan in your ears, right after your birth (this is our Islamic tradition). That was the 1st moment of my love for you which increased with every passing day. When you began kindergarten back in the day, you were terrified and pretty much cried the whole first week. By first grade you were still quiet and shy. Whenever we traveled you never liked anything but home, after our return you would sit in the middle of the living room and clap. Now - that shy little girl takes charge of the things and makes the things happen.
What a big change and transformation. You have made me proud, because you always respected my wish and valued my opinion. May Allah Almighty bless you forever. Sithra you are a tremendous blessing from God! I am thankful and humbled that I was chosen to be your father.

Valentina Cilindrello:
Valentina we are so proud of you. Good luck in college. We know you can accomplish anything you desire. Follow your heart and your dreams will come true. We love you.
Love, Mom and Dad

Sabrina Conti:
When we brought you home from the hospital we didn't know what the future would bring. Where did all the years go? You have become such a beautiful, smart young woman. You know what you want and you work hard to get it. We are so proud of you! Love, Mom & Dad

Dana-Jenae Cooper:
The day that you thought
would never arrive. You
looked on in amazement when
your sister graduated from
PV. Now, it's your turn. Take a
moment and enjoy this once
in a lifetime achievement. You
are the best and the smartest.
You have the tools to succeed
in Life... We love you dearly.
We wish you ONLY the best in
your ceilingless future. Your
goals will be exceeded.
Remember, your family will
always be here for you in
Love. Remember your TEAM
of classmates. They will join
your college TEAM of
classmates to mold your
future sphere of influence.
They may also assist in your
entrepreneurship or
corporate goals. Continue to
think outside the box and the
empowerment of creating
your own box when
necessary. Be very, very
careful of what you allow to
soak into your sponge. For
when life puts its pressure on
your sponge (and it will), it will
only squeeze out what you
out into it. Keep Jehovah God
in your life...

Lindsay Cosgrave:
Your 4 years at PV flew by
with so many great memories.
You entered PV as a nervous
freshman and are leaving as a
beautiful young lady. As you
go off to college keep your
memories close to your heart.
You always make us proud

with whatever you do.
Remember you are very
special to us. Love, Mom &
Dad

To Linny, Thanks for being a
great sister. You are always
there to make us laugh or just
listen. You have a big heart
and a great sense of humor.
Don't ever change. Love, Allie
& Kyle

Joseph Cremona:
Dear Joey, Your high school
experience was a great one,
full of ups and downs and you
were a trooper through it all!
We are so proud of you. Love
Mom and Andy

Michael Crapella:
Mike, we're very proud of you,
you've worked hard. We wish
you love and success for your
future. Love, Mom & Dad

Dina Angela Crupi:
Our adorable little girl has
grown to be a beautiful young
woman. We are so proud of all
your accomplishments. Your
hard work and dedication has
proved that you can be
successful. May God Bless you,
as you venture off to another
stage of your life. We love you
so much. Love, Mom, Dad,
Anthony & Frankie xo

Gianna DePasquale:
Gianna, as I watch you grow
into a young adult I realize
how lucky I am to have shared
your life. You are one of the
strongest, loyal and loving
people I know. As you start
this new chapter of your life
take with you these wonderful
traits. Never forget who you
are and never give up on your
dreams. I know I have said
many times "I am not your
friend I am your mother." I
just want you to know that
over the past year I realized
that not only are you my
daughter, you are my best
friend and I am extremely
proud to call you both. I love
you! Mom

David DiBenedetto:
David, before you were born, I
used to dream about what it
might be like to have a son
like you...And you know what?
You turned out even better
than I EVER dreamed you'd
be. Congratulations, Love
Mommy

Christopher DiPasquale:
Dear Christopher, There are
not enough words to express
how proud we are of you.
Your hard work has resulted in
excellent grades, great
performances on stage, and
having many friends. The
greatest thing a parent can
hear is when someone else
tells us "you have a terrific
son" or they hope their child
From Home

Liany Dijol:
I wish you the best, I hope God illuminates your mind so that you have a clear understanding of whatever it is that you choose for your future. This way your tomorrow will be full of success no matter what you choose to do. Love you, Mom & Dad

Laura Donovan:
Dear Laura, As you start a new chapter in your life, we want you to know that we are very proud of you and love you very much. Reach for the stars and don't settle for anything less. There is no mountain that you can't climb. Good Luck in college! Love, Your Family

Gabrielle Emmolo:
Dear Gabrielle, Our wishes to you for a successful, happy, and bright future. Work hard, stay focused, and be happy. Love Mom, Dad and Joey

Michael Evans:
Michael, We are very proud of you - keep striving to be the best you can be in all that you do - Congratulations, Love Mom & Dad

Jennifer Feliz:
En este dia de tu graduacion queremos felicitarte y decirte que siga hacia arriba, que este es como un gran Escalon de una gran Escalera; que sabemos que tu subiras hasta llegar a la cima. Tambien decirte que siempre en nosotros tendras con quien contar, con quien confiar, con quien hablar y quienes te amaremos siempre. Tu mami, Rosio A Santos; Tu padrasto, Florencio Reyes; Tu Hermana, Yafresie Feliz

Congratulations on your great accomplishment. I've seen you grow up so quickly and become a beautiful, bright young lady. I wish you the best of luck as you now enter a new phase of your life. May this new beginning bring you much success and happiness. The start towards your career and future. I wish you the best of luck in everything you may do. May my footprints guide your way. Side by side, as sisters are always there for one another. Guiding you and always offering advice as you learn to fly on your own. Love, Yafresie Feliz <3

Michael Ferrigno:
Dear Michael: I can't believe that the years have gone by so fast and you are now a senior. We are so very proud of you because of the wonderful young man that you have become. You are always there
whenever we need you to help out without any questions. You have no idea how much Dad and I appreciate that. Have a great senior years because it goes by so fast. Study hard, but have fun. I can’t wait for baseball season. I know you’ll be great. Love, Mom & Dad

**Andrea Rose Ficarra:**
Congratulations, Andrea! We are sure you are very proud of yourself. You have achieved so much in the 18 years of your life. You are the perfect example of what a well rounded young woman should be. We know that your success will continue through college and into whatever career you choose. You have excelled in academics, community service, athletics, and leadership. From National Honor Society, to Panther Cheerleading Coach, to Varsity Cheerleading Captain and Girls Show Green Cheer Head, and as a Hero and Cool Kid and Peer Leader, you have proven your ability again and again. The world can see that someone can have beauty and brains too! Remember that your inner beauty is more important than your outward appearance. Always do the right thing. Be true to yourself, your family, and your friends. Most importantly, enjoy life! Love, Mom, Dad, Anthony and Thomas

**Pat Fierro:**
Congratulations - We are very proud of your many accomplishments. Love, Mom, Dad & Nick

**Jessica Gianduso:**
Jess, just know that I’ll be missing you, way more than you’ll be missing me. You’re probably a bit overwhelmed (or will be at first) but, I know as usual you’ll be diligent in all that you do! Relax, enjoy yourself and remember you are now on the road to creating the person you will be for the rest of your life. No Pressure! LOL! I love you sweety-Mom

**Frank Giardina:**
Dear Frank - We are so very proud of the young man you turned out to be - follow your dreams, believe in your heart, work hard and you will be a success at whatever you choose! Congratulations! We love you very much - Love - Mom - Dad - Mike - Joe - John & Jess and "girls"

**Allison Gibbons:**
Dear Allison, We can’t believe you’re going off to college. It seems like we just took you to school for your first day of kindergarten. It seems like just yesterday that you sent Mom that beautiful letter just prior to your 7th grade Boston trip. You have made us extremely proud. You have worked so hard to be a good student and more importantly, a loving and compassionate person. Graduation from high school is not the end, but the beginning of a life full of love, hope, and dreams for the future. Remember that you can always achieve anything you want in life if you work for it. You will always be one of our favorite actresses and vocalists. Reach for the stars and break a leg in the show of life. We love you so much! Love always, Daddy and Mommy XOXO...

**Taylor Gibson:**
Although not an angel with wings, you are witty, determined & beautiful. You are confident and smart with a sense of self. Continue to “make moves” and strive to be the best the whole way. We have faith in you and love you very much.

**Samantha Gumienny:**
Sammy, I am so proud of you as is your entire family. You are as beautiful inside and out. Stay true to yourself. Always reach for your goals & wildest dreams. Love, Mother of Pearl
Andrew Greco:
Wow! Where did the time go!
Just yesterday we were
watching you and other 5 year
olds kicking the soccer ball at
the Rec. You have become a
young man we are extremely
proud. We know you will
succeed at whatever you do.
Your determination and work
ethic will reward you in the
future. Good luck, we love
you, and will miss you terribly
next year. Love, Mom & Dad

Ben Hornstra:
Dear Ben, Our best wishes to
you at an exciting time in your
life! It has been a joy to see
you mature into the
thoughtful and bright young
man that you have become.
Enjoy life to the fullest every
moment that you can and
always remember that you
cherished and loved by those
around you. You are a
wonderful son and older
brother to Tom. Love, Mom and
Dad

Tom Hornstra:
Dear Tom, We are so proud to
share in this special moment
in your life! You have so many
talents and have been blessed
with many gifts. Each day you
continue to amaze us and it is
wonderful to see you growing
into an independent young
man. We can only imagine
what you will achieve!
Remember the fun times at
PV and know that you are
dearly loved by us and others.
Love, Mom and Dad

Matthew Iozzo:
To our dear son Matthew, if
you keep following the path
you’ve been walking you are
sure to come to the right road
of success. We are so proud of
you today, tomorrow and
always. Love, Mom & Dad

Aya Kalenikova:
Dear Aya, We are very proud
of the person that you have
become. And from the
bottom of our hearts we wish
you a successful future and a
happy life. Congratulations!!
We love you all!!

Leah K. Ketterer:
Dear Leah, No parents are
more proud of their child than
we are of you. Your strength
of spirit is an asset that will
help you continue to achieve
goals you set. Love, Mom &
Dad

Erika N. Kline:
I could have written for just
myself but I know how proud
your entire family is of you.
You are incredibly intelligent,
kind, helpful and we love you
very much. God bless!!

Samantha Knight:
We are so proud of the
intelligent, beautiful young
woman you have become.
Since you were a little girl,
we’ve always asked you what
was your most beautiful
thing...the answer was always
the same, “Your heart.” The
answer is still the same today.
With love, always Mom & Dad

Alexandra Koszarek:
Alexandra: Everyday you
amaze me more and more.
You are strong, beautiful, and
talented and I am so proud of
you. I look forward to
watching you succeed. Love, Mum

Kelly Krautheim:
Dearest Kelly, Wow! Where did
the time go? It seems like only
yesterday you were in WPS
and dreaming of becoming a
marine biologist! You have
matured into a well-rounded,
lovely young lady with a
vivacious personality and great
sense of humor. Granda and
Grandma Joan are so proud of
you and all your
accomplishments. And you
know Granny & Poppy are just
beaming from Heaven! You
are a natural leader both in
school & outside of school.
Your brother and 19 cousins
all look up to you. Dad and I
know that you will accomplish
great things in life & we look
forward to watching you
achieve your goals. We love
you lots, Kell! Love Mom, Dad and John John xxxooo

Marissa Levash: You have taught us more about the purpose of life than we, as lifelong educators, have ever taught the thousands of students in our classes. For eighteen years, we have been blessed by you - a cherished gift God bestowed upon us. You have always been your own person - independent, very intelligent, active, enthusiastic, sensitive, caring, loving, determined, creative, beautiful, fashionable, outgoing, spunky, humorous, popular, spiritual-minded, charitable, fun-loving, loquacious, and more importantly, well-balanced. Your presence invariably lights up a room. The past three years in PVHS with you have been the pinnacle of my entire career here. Marissa, may your future be as bright as the joy you have given your grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins, friends, and us. We are so proud of you! Love, Mom and Dad

Matthew Lopes: Matt we are very proud of you. Congratulations! You are very special to us. We wish you continued success in your college years and beyond. Love you much. Love Mom, Dad & Hygor

Nicholas Macaluso: In front of you stands a world of possibility waiting to be discovered. Be unique in your dreams and innovative in your quest to fulfill them. You are a beautiful shining star. Don’t ever let anyone dim your light. WE LOVE YOU SO MUCH! Love, Mom, Dad and Matt

Matthew Madonia: Dear Matt, You can’t imagine how proud we are of you. It seems like yesterday that you were getting ready for your 1st day of school. You have grown up so much! We look forward to watching you go through your next steps in life. You can be sure that we will always be there for you. We love you! Love Mom&Dad

Michelle Marchese: We can’t believe where the years have gone. There are so many memories that I can remember, like the first day I held you in the hospital, you were wearing a cute pink hat. Also the Wednesdays that we called "Mommy & Michelle days" enjoying pizza for lunch. Now, the day has come, college is just around the corner. It’ll be hard to see you go, but we know you’ll be successful. You have made us so proud in so many ways, we wish you the very best. Love, Dad, Mom & Stephanie

Jennifer Martinez: A nuestra hija, Como padres, como personas y como amigos, cuando necesidades hablar con alguien espero que hables con nosotros. Cuando necesidades de alguien que le ayude espero que dejes que te ayudemos. Cuando necesites que alguien te de consejo, espero que vengas donde nosotros. Eso es todo lo que tu eres para nosotros. Mi hija querida, Tu padres, Belinda “n” Edwin Martinez
Letters From Home

Patrick Maye:  
I am so proud of you. You made it. Become what you want. You can do it. Dad

Louisa Mazza-Hilway:  
We have been so blessed and are so thankful for you! The strength and character you have developed has far surpassed what most can only hope to achieve in a lifetime. We love you. Mom, Dad & sisters

Renee Molchon:  
Congratulations, I am so proud of you. Keep up the great work in college. Good luck and best wishes in your future, I love you. Love always, Mom

Brooke Lynn Moret:  
Dear Brooke, Congratulations you have reached the opportunity to go for your medical career that you want. This is not an easy road to take, but we have faith in you to make it. Congratulations again. Love always, Grandma and Pop

Jaclyn Morino:  
Jaclyn, Words cannot express how proud you have made us over the past eighteen years. From a cute, curly haired child to the beautiful young woman you are today, you have embraced life exuberantly and without fear. Overcoming all obstacles, large and small, you have achieved much more than even you may realize. Your dedication and determination are second to none, your talents are numerous, and, to top it all off, your smile lights up the room. There doesn’t seem to be anything you can’t accomplish and do so exceptionally well when you put your mind to it. As you continue on your journey through life, many barriers may stand in your way, but never lose sight of your dreams. Most importantly, remember that we will always be there to love and support you. Congratulations on your graduation and best wishes for a future filled with love, happiness, and success! Love always, Mom and Dad

Brendan Mulligan:  
We can’t even begin to tell you how proud we are of you. We have seen you grow from a small child into a bright and handsome young man. We are so proud of you. Love Mom & Dad

Gina Mulligan:  
My darling daughter. You’re unforgettable, in fact, I’ve engraved you on the very palms of my hands. -from Isaiah 49:16

Jacquelynn Rachel Murray:  
Our dearest Jacqui, Wow! Time sure does fly. Eighteen years ago we hoped for a beautiful little girl. When we heard those words, “It’s a girl!” we were thrilled. Our wishes came true! You’ve gone from a cute little girl with ringlets who loved to spin while she danced, to a beautiful young woman who still loves to dance. You amaze us with your talents in dance and art. We are so proud of you. You have bright us so much joy; more than you’ll ever know. Your love of life and dedication to your family has made you the special person you are. Now you’re graduating high school and ready to take the next step into your journey through life. May you travel this journey with faith, happiness, good health, peace, and love. Always believe in yourself. We know you will succeed at anything you choose to do in life if you put your mind to it. Remember that we are here for you, support you in all that you do, and love you until the end of time. Congratulations on your high school graduation! Best of luck in all that you will do in the future. Remember to always smile and dance like there’s no one watching. We love you now and always! Mom, Dad, Johnny, and Danny
Letters From Home

Meghan Murray:
Dear Meg, Dad and I find it so hard to believe that four years have gone by at Passaic Valley High School and you will be a graduate this June. What a remarkable change for you when you left your small grammar school and entered the doors of PV. You embarked on a journey filled with new friends and dreams. You have shown what a wonderful young lady you have turned into. Daddy and I never expected anything less. You have demonstrated such strength, growth, kindness and leadership through your four years. Through your clubs, sports, activities, you even found time to volunteer to give back to Passaic Valley. Whether it is being the STAT Girl for Varsity Football, Walking miles for Cancer or simply offering a kind word to a new student or one in need. Meg, you have always brought a smile to the face of everyone you meet we hope you always will continue to do so. We are so very proud of you. The people you have met and the journeys you have taken in high school will prepare you for your next stage in life. Dream big, keep giving back, and keep smiling you deserve all the best in this life. We love you Meghan.
Love, Mom, Dad and Patrick

Jenai Nairi Rios:
Yessss, it's FINALLY over! All those late nights of papers & projects paid off. Words can't even express how extremely proud we are of all you've done. There is nothing you can't accomplish now DIVA! Always got your back, never forget that. Lots of love, the Rios Family

Jaquel Lea Nieves:
To our beautiful daughter. We are so proud of you. Baby you have turned into a bright young lady who has a great future ahead of herself. May God bless you and always guide you in the right direction. We love you, Mom & Dad

Stephanie Niland:
Dear Stephanie, We have always been proud of you and your accomplishments. We can't believe you are already on your journey to college. Always remember to follow your dreams, because you can't reverse time. So make the best of your years now and to come. I hope you know we will always support your decisions. Never change the way you are inside and keep on smiling, you're the best. Stephanie, you have the opportunity, take it and ride it, and when it's over we hope for you to be the best that you can be. May all your dreams come true. We love you, Mom, Dad, Nikki and Michelle xoxoxoxox "U GO GIRL"

Brendan Novak:
We are so proud of you as you graduate. We know that you will have a very successful career in the music field. Your father & grandfather are smiling on you from heaven. We love you! Mom & Grammie

Michelle Pallino:
Dear Michelle, Four years have gone by very quickly. It was only yesterday you had a new pair of shoes and a backpack bigger than you as you went off to kindergarten with a smile. We are very proud of the person you have become. Honor, integrity, loyalty, reputation and one's word are some of the things that a good person maintains throughout her life. Live life to its fullest and don't "sweat" the small stuff because in the long run it won't matter. Always follow your heart and listen to your mind. Don't ever stop believing in yourself. We will always be there for you. Love you forever, Daddy, Mommy and Steven

Ashley Petrullo:
Ashley - We are so proud of you! You are a beautiful girl & person. You are all we could
ask for in a daughter. Reach for your dreams & don’t let anything stop you! You can do whatever you put your mind to. We will always be here to support you! Love, Mom, Dad, Chris & Brandon

Brian Piccirillo:
I am very proud of the way you have been able to handle every thing that came your way. I knew you can achieve everything you want. Good luck. All my love, Mom

Samantha N. Polizzi:
The pursuit of knowledge is your greatest gift. The use of that knowledge is your greatest challenge. Go for it! Love, Mommy (Ma), Dad & Tim

Courtney Pridmore:
We wish you a future filled with excitement & travels but mostly a life filled with love from your family & friends. You have always made us so very proud. We will always be there for you. We love you, Mom & Dad

Rocco "Rocky" Rada:
You gave us more gray hairs through your PV years. We now call them "chemistry." You’ve grown to a young man who would make any parents proud. We are so full of pride to call you our son. You had tough times in school and you’ve overcome them all. You finished one hurdle and now a new one starts. Now it’s off to school where you can be yourself and become the most artistic graphic designer yet. We know you will achieve many accomplishments in life. There is no limit where you can go with your talent. You’ve proven it to all who’s seen your drawings and paintings. You are a true joy to everyone in your family. Your smile, your laugh, and your comical side are a few of the many beautiful qualities about you. You may not need us so much any longer, but know we are always here for you. You will always have our support no matter what direction you may decide on. Remember if you do choose to go away to school, Bobby gets the big room! Our love and support always to a wonderful son. Much love, Mom and Dad xoxo

Danielle Romeo:
Dear Danielle, We are very proud of everything you have accomplished in life. We know that whatever path you choose for your future will be rewarding & successful. Always stay as kind-hearted and giving as you are. Wishing you much happiness and success in your future journey. With love always, Mom, Dad, Lauren, Marisa & Thomas

Ray Rotella:
Congratulations, Ray. We’re proud of the Young man that you have become. You are a Kind and Thoughtful person, and you are blessed with the gift to make others laugh, use it wisely and often. We hope your future is filled with Happiness, Success, and Love! Always believe in yourself and you will go far. We Love You, Mom and Dad

Vincent Resciniti:
Vin-Man, You have your whole life and tons of opportunities ahead of you. Everyone is so proud of you and we know you will success at everything you strive for! Luv ya! Mom & Dad

Kelley Ann Sedeyn:
We are so proud of you. I remember the tears in your eyes as you started pre-school, and now we see the smile on yur face as you graduate high school. Keep up the good work. May all your hopes and dreams come true, and may you have nothing but success. We love you so much, Mom & Dad

Christine Schlosser:
Dear Christine, You made it! Good luck next year, and in all the years to come. We wish you success, happiness and love. Love Mom, Dad, Kelly, Erin and Mike
Sadaf Shekarkhand:
Since you started kindergarten
you always took our advice to
achieve your goals, and for
that we couldn’t be more
proud of you! We commend
you for all of your
achievements, knowing that
there is more to come. Best
wishes to everything and
anything you hope to pursue.
Love, Mommy & Daddy

Christine Rose Sinisi:
We are very proud of you. You
have become a beautiful
young lady. We know that you
will be a success in college and
in life. Always stay true to who
you are. We love you very
much and are here for you always. Love, Mom, Dad,
Stephanie, Troy and Erin

Toni Sisti:
Congratulations on all your
achievements. We are very
proud parents. Keep up with
all your hard work to ensure a
successful future. With Love,
Mom & Dad

Joseph David Spinalli:
To my Joey. Where did the
years go. I remember walking
you to school on your first day
of kindergarten and now
you’re graduating high school
and going off to college.
Through the growing years
you have become your own
person, your own special
blend of so many qualities
that makes you so special.
You’re a wonderful big
brother someone he can look
up to. You’re handsome,
smart, responsible, mature
beyond your time, caring and
creative. You know exactly
how to push our buttons! But
I wouldn’t change one thing
about you. I know you will be
great at whatever you choose
to do in life and I want you to
be happy with the choices you
make. Always remember do
what makes you happy! We
love you and we are so proud
of you. We could not have
asked for a better son. Good
luck in college and with your
future dreams. It’s going to
be a fantastic ride. Love, Mom
& Dad

Kristen Spinelli:
How fast 4 years went. My
youngest child - you’ve grown
to be such a fine lady. Go for
your dreams. Be an achiever
like you always have been. We
Love You, Mom & Dad xoxoxo

Nico Stabile:
Dear Nico - We are so proud
of all your accomplishments.
Graduations is not an end only
the beginning to all you
believe you can achieve. Love,
Mom, Dad and Alec

Sean Thomas Stone:
To our son, Sean, who means
the world to us, we wish you
great success and much
happiness and we give to you
all of our love and support.
Love, Mom and Dad

Angela Strignile:
Dear Angela, Congratulations
on all that you have achieved
at Passaic Valley. We are so
proud of you! You are truly as
beautiful on the inside as you
are on the outside. Continue
to keep reaching for the stars
and you will accomplish your
hopes and dreams. wishing
you continued success and
happiness always. Keep
smiling. We love you! Love,
Mom, Melissa, Tony, Kim, AJ &
Dj

Diana Swetlitschnyj:
Diana, we couldn’t be prouder
of you! Of course we are
proud of your academic
achievements but most of all,
we are proud of the
wonderful person you are! We
love you! Mommy, Daddy,
Vlad, Alex and Nicole

Stephanie Thomas:
Steph: When you got on the
bus for that first day of
kindergarten, the thought of
high school seemed like an
eternity away. Here we are
now, wondering where those
years went. Congrats on
achieving this milestone and
you know we wish you
nothing but love, happiness and success as you continue through life. Love, Mom, Dad & Ashley

Jennifer Van Gieson:
Dear Jennifer, I'm very proud of you. You have grown up to be a unique individual! Dad would be very proud. I know you'll succeed in whatever you do! Love, Mom

Matthew James Vargas:
From the time you were born, there hasn't been a moment that you didn't make me proud. You and I have always had a special bond. You are my greatest accomplishment. You are my life. Love, Mom

Kevin Villa:
Nuestro querido hijo Kevin Villa nacio el 14 de septiembre. El vino a este mundo a alegrar nuestras vidas. Nosotros nos sentimos muy orgullosos de el, porque el es muy amigable, carinoso y bien educado. Y a el le encanta compartir co su Familia y sus amigos. El tiene muchas aspiraciones en su vida y es seguir con sus estudios y ser un profesional. Nosotros estamos seguro de que lo va a lograr. Porque con el apoyo de nosotros; sus padres y de sus hermanas lo va a lograr. Nosotros le damos nuestras bendiciones. Con dios por delante va a lograr todo lo que se proponga. De tus padres y hermanas que te queremos mucho. Att. Tus padres y hermanas

Amanda Wisse:
It seems like yesterday that you graduated from middle school & now high school is over! You were a teenager when you started & now you are a young adult. Always follow you heart & your dreams will come true! Never settle, set high goals & you can achieve anything. Believe in yourself, because we believe in you!! We are proud of you & love you so much!! Don’t change for anyone, stay the wonderful person you are! Thanks for being a great daughter! Love, Mom, Dad & Scott xxoo

Rachel Yanosh:
Dear Rachel: I want you to know how proud I am to call you my daughter. You have grown to be a caring, responsible, beautiful young woman. Congratulations on all you have accomplished these past 4 years. Love, Mom

Jessica Yuppa:
Jessica, It’s hard to believe how fast these four years have gone by and now you are graduating and off to college. There are no words to ever tell you how special you are or how proud we are of you. We have watched you sacrifice so much to be the best you can be and achieve so much. You are a beautiful, intelligent and talented young lady. We will miss coming yo hear you sing and watch you act. As you move on always stay the kind and caring person you are. We know whatever path you take you will be successful. Please always know that we love you and will always be here to support you. May God bless you with a bright and happy future. “Remember when you get the choice to sit out or dance, we hope you dance!” All of our love always, Mom, Dad & Danielle xxoxoxooxxo

Christina Corbosiero:
Miss Chris - The first time I held you in my arms I was a goner. You are a very special young lady & I am so proud to be part of your life. I wish everything good comes to you always. I love you - Miss Joan

Angela Strignile:
Congratulations on your graduation. We are so proud of you! Love, Mom, Melissa, Tony, Kim, AJ & DJ
Steven M. Baldassarre: May your future always be just what you want- Love, Dad
Steven M. Baldassarre: Congratulations & Best Wishes to my Wonderful Grandson-Love, Grandma
Steven M. Baldassarre: Best Wishes Steven & Class of 2009-Love Godfather Joe, Aunt Michelle and cousin Danielle
Steven M. Baldassarre: Much success Steven in your future endeavors-Love Godmother Jennifer, Jason and cousins Vincent & Nicholas
Anthony Bitondo: Congrats and Good Luck in L.T.!! -Elaina
Toni Sisti: Congratulations, We Love You-Grandma & Grandpa
Shawn McAteer: Good Luck my Boy in all you do-Donna & Angelo Sisti
Briana Bogosian: Best Wishes for your future, Love you-Donna & Angelo Sisti
Lindsay Braen: Congratulations in our #1 Niece!! We love you lots!! -Uncle Charlie, Aunt Robin & Alexis
Lindsay Braen: Keep reaching for the stars Your the BEST!! -Ryan & Ashton
Christopher Calcano-Continue making us proud of you-Mom
Christopher Calcano-Don’t let nobody steal you’re Dream-Dad
Christina Corbosiero: To our valley girl, we are ALL so proud of you-Love The Galloway Family
Joey Cremona-Good Luck on Your New Adventure-gramma
Gianna DePasquale: Congratulations to you on your Graduation 2009-Love Mr. & Mrs. Black & Julia
Roula Karouillas: Congratulations to you on your Graduation 2009-Love Mr. & Mrs. Black & Julia
Gabrielle Emmolo: Congratulations and all our love-Grandma & Grandpa
Gabrielle Emmolo: infiniti baci e auguri-Nonna and Nonno
Michael Evans: Congratulations-Mom & Dad
Jennifer Feliz: Congratulations, Good Luck! Cara & Lexi
Jamie Lee Gaeta: Congrats! We are so proud of you- Love, Mom & Dad
Allison Gibbons: Congratulations All! Best of luck in the future- The Murray Family
Taylor Gibson: Congratulations Taylor! You should be proud of all you accomplished- Pat Healey
Taylor Gibson: Continue climbing the mountain of success- Grandma Lucile
Taylor Gibson: The road to success is always under construction- Michael Johnson (Uncle Mike)
Taylor Gibson: I wish you success and happiness in your future endeavors- Aunt Cathy Harris
Taylor Gibson: Keep climbing the ladder of success until you reach the top- Diane Russ
Taylor Gibson: Much success in all you do! - Sheila Bryant
Taylor Gibson: Set your standards and goals high, you can be anything- Carol Cruise
Andrew G: Way to go! We couldn’t be prouder! - Mom & Dad
Andrew G: Good luck with all you do- Congrats! Richie & Alex
Andrew Greco: If everyone had a grandson like mine, the world would be a better place! Gran
Douglas Jimenez: You have made me proud and I love you! Love, Nana
Dougie Fresh: You did it ! Congrats Man! Chris
Dougie: Congrats Big Bro! You finally made it! Vanessa
Sammi: Were very proud of you, Congratulations- Love, Aunt Claudia & Uncle Doug
Sam and Josh: Congratulations, we are so proud of you- Love, Keith, Chris, & Craig
Samantha: I’m so proud that you are my granddaughter, I love you, congratulations- Love, Nannie
Anthony Longo: All our Love & Good luck in College- Grandma & Pop Randazzo
Anthony Longo: Reach for the stars! The sky is the limit- Aunt Cathy, Uncle Tony, and Family
Anthony Longo: Good luck to you always! Aunt Rose, Uncle Fred, and the Hemsey family
Anthony Longo: Were so proud of you. Good luck in college- Aunt Debbie, Uncle Teddie, Nicole, and Rex
Anthony Longo: Congratulations and best of luck, Anthony! Aunt Barb, Uncle Neal, & the DeBonte family
Patrick Maye: Were proud you go boy!!! Mom and Dad
Patrick Maye: You’re my favorite love you- Aunt Betty
Patrick Maye: You’re my driver get the license- Uncle Frank
Patrick Maye: You will always be my miracle child, Love you!! Mom
Patrick Maye: Looks like we made it Good luck!! Mom
Marco Minervini: We love you & are proud of you! Mom & Dad
Gina Mulligan: Congratulations Class of 2009- the Mulligans
Gina Mulligan: Congrats Gina- I love you- Dean Mulligan
Jacquelynn Rachele Murray: Congratulations Jacqui! Love, Grandma Murray
Brendan Stephen Novak: Congratulations and Best Wishes for a successful future- Geraldine Onia
Brendan Novak: The Best of everything- Grandma Novak
Joe Parlegreco: You finally did it- Congratulations, were so happy for you Love, the Rada family
Ashley Petrullo: Congratulations! We wish you the Best in your nursing career- Tom & Gail
Ashley Petrullo: Congratulations sunshine may all your wishes come true- Grandma & Grandpa
Ashley Petrullo: Good luck in the future! We love you! Aunt Kathy & Uncle Keith & Janine
Ashley Petrullo: Congratulations! Good Luck in everything you do. I Love you- Chris Rosso
Ashley Petrullo: Congratulations! Wishing you a happy, healthy, successful life- Love, Grandma Missy
Harry Polanco: We are so proud of you. Harry, our baby, ventures out into a new frontier. However, we know that he will do well- Alfonso & Theodora
Andrea Potenzone: Congrats on graduating, Looks like we all made it- Tyler Potenzone
Andie Potenzone: Proud of you & Love you & Congrats- Mom
Andrea Potenzone: Congrats my high school sweetheart I love you- Thomas J. Tiscia
Courtney Pridmore: To My Rose, Love from your favorite Rag doll-Love, Auntie El
Courtney Pridmore: Congrats Rosie! No matter what you do, well stand beside you-Love, The Arces
Courtney Pridmore: Dearest Courtney, We wish you the best of luck, happiness and Gods blessings in your travels-Lovingly, Aunt Maureen and Christopher
Courtney Pridmore: Do not follow where the path may lead. Go, instead, where there is no path and leave a trail-Love, Uncle Peter
Courtney Pridmore: Rosie, Wishing you a wonderful future-Love, Aunt Sharon and Wilfred
Courtney Pridmore: Keep blazing trails-happiness forever-Love, Aunt Clair
Courtney Pridmore: Wisdom is what happens when you dont get what you want-Love, Uncle Brian
Rocky Rada: I love your black socks. Ruff, Ruff -Love, Cousin Toby
Rocky Rada: Way to go Rocky!!! We love you, Good luck! - Aunt Melng, Uncle Pete, Peter, & Victoria
Rocky Rada: # 18 Lacrosse. At least you like these pants! - Love, Your fans
Rocky Rada: Congrats and best wishes to our cousin-Love, Lauren, Ryan, Chris, and Michael
Rocky Rada: Congrats brother! You finally made it! -Love you so much, Ashley
Rocky Rada: I remember when you went to 9th grade! Now youre graduating-Love, Bobby
Rocky Rada: Congratulations. Now you'll have more time for Kayak fishing. Enjoy the journey-We love you, Danny and Daniela
Rocky Rada: Good luck in the future. Congratulations, Were proud of you-Love, Paige, Danielle, and Keith
Vincent Resciniti: Vinnie congrats and way to go! - Mom and Dad
Joanna Sadek: Good luck in college, we are so proud of you-Mom, Dad, and Steven
Sadef Sha: We could not be more proud of you and all of your achievements! - Mommy and Daddy
Sadef Sha: We are so proud of our eldest grandchild! Best of luck to all of your ambition and goals! - Grandpa and Grandma
Joseph Spinalli: I Love you- Aunt Linda
Joseph Spinalli: Who do you love Aunt Donna- Uncle Joe and Aunt Donna
Joseph Spinalli: Best of luck-Grandma and Grandpa
Joseph Spinalli: Joe may all your dreams come true. Keep reaching for the stars- Uncle Anthony, Aunt Lorraine, and Cousin Anthony
Nico Stabile: Congratulations and Good Luck! - Lorenzos Bistro
Nico Stabile: Congrats! Expecting Big Things Bro! - Alec Stabile
Nico Stabile: I am so proud! - Grandma
Sean Stone: Way to go Brother! - Jamie and Sydni
Mathew Vargas: Congrats Spanky- Janel Stansfield
Mathew Vargas: We are very proud of you and love you very much- Mom and Dad
Mathew Vargas: Congratulations Matthew-Donna
Mathew Vargas: Congratulations and proud of you! Your Best Neighbors
Amanda Wisse: Congrats, We are so proud, may all your dreams come true!! - Grandma & Grandpa
Amanda Wisse: Always follow your heart, Good Luck! Grandma Maria
Amanda Wisse: Congrats, Good Luck & Have Fun!! Your brother Scott
Amanda Wisse: Congrats & lots of luck & love as you go onto college and fulfill your dream! Uncle Warren, Aunt Pam and Gavin
Congratulations
Jennifer and
Good Luck
Class of 2009!

Christina Corbosiero
Congratulations on a job well done.
You are the Most Special 'Cheeseball'
ever!! We Love You.
Miss Joan, Jamie, Tammy, Sean, the
Boys & Gram Too.

Congratulations
Class of
2009!
To our son Anthony Longo -

You have everything within yourself to be successful, productive, and prosperous. Your special intelligence will guide you. The unconditional love and support of your family will always be at your side. Proud can only begin to describe what we feel about your accomplishments. Go forward and do wonderful things.

Love always,
Mom and Dad

---

Joe Cremona  Gr. 12

Good Luck Joe,

Love Dad, Marilyn, Amanda and Kayla

---

To our nephew Anthony Longo -

Best of luck always!

Love Uncle Domenick, Aunt Jean, and Domenico

---

Dear Mia,

We will dream with you for "A dream you dream alone is only a dream. A dream you dream together is a reality!" go forward with your dreams.

Love,

Mom & Liza and our entire family

---

In memory...

In our hearts, souls and prayers,
You have touched so many lives in so many ways...forever in our lives, singing "What's so funny about peace, love and understanding."
(Elvis Costello, 1979)
Congratulations
"Rocky Rada"

We love you and wish you all the best in your future. Your family is very proud of you!!!

Love Always,
Grandma & Poppy
Aunt Marie & Uncle Danny
Aunt Margaret Ann
Aunt Marion & Uncle Joe

Dear Rocky,

We are all so very proud of you. Congratulations on all of your accomplishments. You are a trooper and the true definition of a hero. Not only did you ace your senior year, but you did so while recovering from multiple surgeries. We know it was very difficult, but you did it! WAY TO GO!!! We know that you will continue to succeed in all that you do!

We love you!

Aunt Tami (aka Gimpette), Uncle Oaul & Nina, Aunt Jeanine, Uncle Dave, Crystal & Mark, Aunt Jan, Sam, Mathew & Kyle, Uncle Ronnie, Aunt Lisa, Ashley & Ryan, & your grandparents up in Heaven looking down smiling upon you on this very special day! (Grandpa Pat, Grandma June & Grandpa Ron) xoxoxoxoxox

Lindsay B

You make us proud in all you do. Your dedication and hard work has led to your never ending achievements. We will miss going to all your soccer games.

You Are One of a Kind!
Good Luck in College and always

Love You!

Grandma and Grandpa

Our Son Rocky,

You've grown in these past 4 years to a beautiful young man. May you continue down the right path in life.

We are so proud of you.

Love always,
Mom & Dad

xoxo
Congratulations to Meghan Murray and the Class of 2009.

We love you Meg, you make us so proud of you.

Reach for the stars and Keep smiling you will attain all of your dreams.

We wish you the best in all that you do in life.
Good Luck in College.

Love,

Mom, Dad and Pat
Congratulations to Meghan Murray

and

The Class of 2009

of

Passaic Valley High School.

We are so proud of you Meg!!

We wish you continue success in

College and all that you do.

Love.

Nanny, Grandpa and Poppy
Dear Christina,

How quickly the years have passed. That once shy little girl at Miss Barbara’s preschool is now a beautiful, outgoing young lady ready for college and all the challenges that life will bring you.

We are so proud of you and all your accomplishments... track, captain of the PVHS gymnastic team, choir and theater arts (way to go Sis!!)

Where ever you go, whatever you choose to do in life may God guide you, keep you safe and bless you with good health. Be true to yourself and follow your heart.

We love you very much,
Dad, Mom and Michael
Congratulations

Jaclyn Doumar

and the Class of 2009

Love,
Mom, Dad and Andrea

Jacquelynn Rachele Murray

Congratulations!

Live Laugh Love

We are so proud of you!
Best wishes in all that you do!

We Love You!
Mom, Dad, Johnny, and Danny
Poppy and Aga
Auntie Pam, Uncle Doug, and Caden
Congratulations Alexandra!!!

To Our Little Ola - We are so proud of you! You have grown into an amazing young woman who will undoubtedly conquer her dreams. We love you and cannot wait to continue celebrating your achievements with you!!!

Love: Mom, Aunt Christina, Uncle Steven, Cathy, and Danny
Congratulations, Breana!!

We are very proud of you.

Love Always,
Mom, Dad, and Torin

And remember...

A dream is a wish your heart makes
When you're fast asleep
In dreams you lose your heartaches
Whatever you wish for, you keep
Have faith in your dreams and someday
Your rainbow will come smiling thru
No matter how your heart is grieving
If you keep on believing
the dream that you wish will come true